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nrTEODOOfi

i urpose

The major purpose of this study was to determine and

compare the expressed training needs of Kansas County

Agents in the twelve specific areas of the educational

process as identified by McCormick with the assistance of

the members of the National Task Jtorce on Cooperative exten-

p
sion Inservice Training.

Background

Competency in the Educational Process is one of the

Major demands of the extension profession. This is sup-

ported by various studies and authorities in the Extension

service, ^s shown by the studies of Price, HcCormick,

5and Abdul-Hadi, most of the County agents studied indicated

^obert . - cCormick, "^a ^malysis of Training Needs
of County extension agents in Ohio" (unpublished rh. D.

dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1959) > P» 217*

2Ibid., pp. 12-13.

Handel K. xrice, "aii .analysis of educational Eeeds
of .Arkansas extension agents" (unpublished Ih. J. thesis,
University of Wisconsin, I960), p. 154.

xicCormick, 0£. cit . , pp. 85 j 89-103.

^Nazeeh Abdul-Kadi, "An ^malysis of the expressed
training Needs of County Agricultural extension agents in
eansas" (unpublished Master's thesis, Aansas otate Univer-
sity, Manhattan, Kansas, 1963 )> P« 53

•
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that their role was educational, However in the same

studies, County agents also indicated less need for train-

ing in the educational rrocess as compared to the other

competency areas listed by the National Task i'orce. It

does not; seem reasonable that these County Agents were suf-

ficiently trained in the educational Irocess because dur-

ing their undergraduate work most of them had had no train-

ing in the educational Irocess. i rice reported only 20 per

cent of his respondents had had undergraduate training in

education, McCormick reported 55*6 per cent, and Abdul-Hadi

reported 18 per cent. In these three studies the rank of

the educational irocess among the nine competency areas

according to training needed by the County agents was 7th.

According to importance of the educational Irocess to the

County ..gents in order to be effective in their work, the

rank order as reported by the same authors was 6.5th, 5th,

and 6th respectively. The inservice training programs no

doubt have been filling this undergraduate training gap.

.3ut why do County -gents give less importance to the educa-

tional Irocess when in fact they know that their role is

primarily educational? McCormick stated: "a phenomenon

which is not unusual to observe is that a person feels the

The National Task lorce on Cooperative extension
Inservice Training, en Inservice Training Program for
Cooperative extension x ersonnei , pp. 13-15

.



areas in which lie is most highly trained and most competent

7
are the most important. "' This statement seems to indicate

that there should be more emphasis in training County agents

in the educational Process. Training in the educational

rrocess is very necessary especially when the County agents

have had no training in the educational rrocess during their

undergraduate work in college.

The major function of the teacher in the teaching-

learning process is the guidance of learning through teach-

ing. Teaching is not just the handing-out of information,

very insignificant learning takes place by this method,

effective learning, that can bring about change in attitude,

knowledge, and skill, is active learning. Active learning

is brought about by active teaching. Handing-out informa-

tion is not active teaching because it does not use most of

the learner's senses of perception. It does not involve

most of his senses and emotions. By the employment of

teaching methods, techniques, and tools suited to the learn-

ing situation active learning takes place, ^ctive teaching

will motivate the learner to act on what he is learning and

active learning is involving the whole person—not just one

of his senses, ^ne of the objectives of teaching is to

raise the level of remembered and useful knowledge. This

7
'i.cJormick, ojd. cit. , p. 91.
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can be attained by the involvement of as many senses of

perception of the learner as possible through the use of

different teaching methods as illustrated by Kelsey and
o

ilearne. leople are influenced to change in proportion to

their exposure to the numbers of different techniques and

methods of extension teaching, Anderson' put it in another

way by saying that "an agent or specialist must know his

subject matter, but reactions to his methods may control

how much people learn. Anderson pointed out not only the

importance of numbers but also of the appropriateness of

the methods and techniques. Through the use of appropriate

methods and techniques subject matter can be made more

meaningful and easier to remember. me of the reasons

why people do not change so easily is because they cannot

act upon information that they no longer remember. oi

effective teaching method can help increase the ability of

the learner to remember the acquired information long enough

to give him a chance to adopt the practice or idea.

To help the Kansas extension Service Supervisors and

c
j-incoln 3. ivelsey and Canon 0. Hearne, Cooperative

extension *ork t third edition (Ithaca, I<ew lork: Comstock
publishing association, 1955), P* 270.

9Ernest .. Anderson, "An Approach to effective
Teaching," Journal of Cooperative extension , Vol. 1, Hfo* 1
(Jpring, 196$), p. =J7

10Ibid. , p. 15.
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the Kansas Training Committee determine the training needs

of the Kansas County Agents one of the methods used has been

the "expressed training need method," where County Agents

express their training needs through a questionnaire (see

Appendix).

quoting from the minutes of the meeting of the

nTational Task ^'orce on Cooperative extension lnservice

draining in Manhattan, Kansas in April, 1958 > TicCormick

wrote:

.^fter some discussion as to whether or not one can
adequately analyze his own training needs, it was
agreed that the agent's own analysis of his training
needs is a good starting point. It was agreed also
that good subject matter training as well as method
is essential. li-

lt is important that in a training program those who

are to be trained should have a part in the development of

the training curriculum. This can contribute to the effec-

tiveness of the training program.

In this study the writer was searching for answers

to the following questions: *hat do most Aansas County

Agents express as tbeir training needs in the specific areas

of the educational XrocessV now are the Kansas Jounty

agents as groups related in their expressed training needs

in the specific areas of the educational irocess; Bow do

the Kansas ^ounty agents as a whole agree in their expressed

HcCormiok, op_. cit . , p. 7»
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training needs in the specific areas of the educational

Process;

Objectives

The purpose of this study was to determine and com-

pare the training needs of the Kansas County Agents in the

twelve specific areas of the educational Process as

expressed by the agents.

The following specific objectives were developed to

give direction and to limit the scope of the study:

1. i.o determine the training needs of the Kansas

County agents according to their expressed train-

ing needs in the specific areas of the educa-

tional Process.

2. to identify some of the personal and situational

factors which are associated with the expressed

training needs of the Kansas County agents in

the specific areas of the educational Irocess.

$. To determine the degree to which the three Kansas

County .vgent position groups agree in their

expressed training needs in the specific areas

of the educational Process.

.rpotheses

Phe hypotheses in this study were developed from the

objectives and the review of literature. They served as
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guides in analyzing the data.

The data in this study were taken from a total popu-

lation, and have been used as the basis for accepting or

rejecting the null hypotheses. The following hypotheses

were developed:

1. There is no association between the expressed

training needs of Kansas County agents in the

specific areas of the educational Irocess and

position group.

2. There is no association between the expressed

training needs of Kansas County agents in the

specific areas of the educational Irocess and

undergraduate major.

3. There is no association between the expressed

training needs of Kansas County agents in the

specific areas of the educational Irocess and

degree held.

4-. There is no association between the expressed

training needs of Kansas County agents in the

specific areas of the educational irocess and

role perception.
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Jevelopaent of the uestionnaire

The questionnaire used in this study was developed

12
by iibdul-iiadi. Abdul-riali based his questionnaire on

15
one developed by McCormick. * cme revisions were made by

^bdul-xiadi in the questionnaire developed by Mccormick to

fit the questionnaire to the Kansas County -.gents' situa-

tion, revisions were made only in the first part of the

questionnaire which was concerned with the background infor-

mation of the Kansas County Agents. The questionnaire con-

tained a total of 127 statements. The basic areas compris-

ing the questionnaire were the nine areas of competency

identified by the xlational Task Porce on Cooperative _xten-

14-
sion Inservice Training.

cCormick suggested that a more detailed subdivision

of the nine areas of competency would be necessary if the

resulting data were to be meaningful to supervisors and

administrators in developing training programs for County

15
-gents. y

^ach of the nine areas was divided into four parts

as follows:

12
..bdul-iiadi, ojd. cit., pp. 139-156.

1
^i.cJormick, op_. c_rt . , pp. 209-226.

The National Task jorce, loc . cit .

15Ibid.
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1. 1 art one, concerned the importance of the nine

areas to the effectiveness of the County agents

in Kansas. The degree of importance was indi-

cated as "absolutely essential" , "highly essen-

tial", "would be helpful", or "not important''.

four point scale was developed. /alues were

assigned as follows: four for "absolutely essen-

tial", three for "highly desirable", two for

"would be helpful", and one for "not important".

2. I art two, concerned the amount of training the

.insas County Agents felt they needed in the

nine areas of competency. County agents could

indicate their training needs as "feel I under-

stand", "need some training", "need much train-

ing", and "need very much training". A four

point scale was developed and values were

assigned as follows: four for "need very much

training", three for "need much training", two

for "need some training", and one for "feel I

understand". "Feel I understand" is the cate-

gory where County Agents indicated no training

needed, mother category was added, the "not

applicable to my ^ob" , which had a zero value.

J. Jrart three, concerned the areas which Kansas

^ounty agents felt they would like to include in
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their graduate training program, when taking

leave of absence.

4. lart four, concerned the areas which Kansas

County agents felt they would like to include

in their inservice training program.

The questionnaire was pretested by fellow graduate

students at Kansas ^tate University as a means of checking

its preciseness and to gather suggestions to improve the

questionnaire if necessary.

Collecting the Jata

xhe data used in this study were collected by

./bdul-iiadi. This study was designed to make a comparison

of the expressed training needs of Kansas County agents in

the twelve specific areas of the educational Irocess. There-

fore only the data in the questionnaire in part two con-

cerning the educational Process , and the background infor-

mation on Kansas County agents were used,

J?he data of Abdul-Hadi's study were collected through

mailed questionnaires. He mailed the questionnaires to

iiansas County Agents in June, 1962. Jetailed instructions

were given for filling out the questionnaire. The question-

naire was divided into two parts, the first part was devoted

to necessary background information about the respondents

and the second part was devoted to information relative to
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each of the nine areas of competency identified by the

national x'ask jorce on Cooperative extension Inservice

draining.

Respondents in the ^>tudy

All Aansas Jounty agents who were on the job in

July, 1962 were included in this study. There were 228

potential respondents, however those who had less than one

year tenure in the extension Service were disqualified.

fable I shows that 92.4- per cent of the agricultural

agents, 83 • 3 per cent of the Home economics agents, and

69-7 per cent of the 4—H Qlub agents were included in the

study. The over-all percentage of those who were included

in the study was 85. 5 per cent of the potential.

'2*31^ I

PC ACftfAL ] mex AGBII
.To 3Y fQoin^

Respondents

i osition potential: 50 reply;
-ess 1
year

: .ctual
.xtual

in per cent

agriculture
Agents 105 7 1 97 92.4-

iiome ~con.
agents 90 9 6 75 83.3

4-H Glub
agents

lotal

33

228

8

2*

2

9

23

195

69.7

83-3
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analysis of the ;ata

The information gathered by .xbdul-Iiadi regarding the

-.--pressed training needs of Kansas County agents was pre-

coded and the data were punched on IBB cards. The I

machine in the Kansas „tate University statistics Jepartment

was used in the processing of the data.

descriptive statistical techniques were used to anal-

yze the data in this study. i'he total universe of Kansas

unty agents was used in this study because it was small

enough to be handled efficiently. sampling error was elim-

inated because the total universe was used. Jhe data were

analyzed by means of percentage distribution, rank order,

coefficient of rank correlation, and coefficient of concord-

ance, i'he descriptive terms used in the questionnaire re-

garding the amount of training needed were assigned values

as follows: 'feel 1 understand was given one, "need some

training" was given two, "need much training" was given

three, "need very much training" was given four, and "not

applicable to my job" was given zero, respondents who did

not answer an item in the questionnaire were not included

for that particular item, in equal distance was assumed

between each descriptive term and values were assigned as

outlined above so that the items compared could be put in

rank order for comparative purposes in the analysis of the

data.
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^ihiiiiicaiice of the otudy

The findings in this study should provide useful

information about the expressed training needs of Kansas

County agents in the specific areas of the educational

Irocess. They should be useful to administrators and

supervisors of the Kansas Extension service particularly

to the Kansas Training Committee in the formulation of the

inservice training program, ether states which have simi-

lar problems and similar extension service organization as

Kansas should find the information in this study useful.

This study should serve as a valuable reference for

other studies concerned with the training of County Agents

and as a basis for advising prospective County agents,

graduate students in extension, and extension inservice

trainees.

Jefinition of Terms

Below are the operational definitions of certain

terms used in this study to clarify ideas and simplify

statements.

Kansas County ..gents : A term used to designate the

tension workers who are responsible for the extension

program in the counties. They are the County agricultural

Agents, County Aome Aconomics Agents, and 3ounty 4—H Club

nts in Kansas.
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county £ents: A term used to refer to the ^ounty

agricultural ..gents, County nome ixonomics Agents, and

anty 4—H Club .-.gents in Kansas.

respondents : .-.11 ~ansas County agents who were

included in this study.

.vreas of Competency : rhe nine general areas of

competency identified by the National 2as^ /orce on Cooper-

ative Extension Inservice Training.

specific areas of the educational Irocess : The

twelve specific areas of the ..ducational Irocess identified

by hcJormick in his study on the training needs of ohio

County ..gents.

undergraduate major: fhe major field of study of

the respondent when he was doing his college undergraduate

work.

..:>urs of graduate work : i'he number of credit hours

completed by the respondent in the Graduate -.chool towards

a Plaster's degree.

I .aure : Ift number of years the respondent had been

employed in the Kansas extension service.

-cole perception : xue perceived role of the respond-

ent, either as educational or non-educational.

Inservice training : xhe training taken l>j County

:nts on the job after the first year of employment.

j. ersonal factors : i.'he potential influencing factors
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inherent in the nature of the respondent.

oituational factors : -^e potential influencing

factors extrinsic in the inherent nature of the respondent.

Chapter II deals with the review of literature.

Chapter III deals with the analysis and interpreta-

tion of data regarding the expressed training needs of the

x^ansas County Agents in the twelve specific areas of the

educational Irocess.

a summary, conclusions and recommendations are pre-

sented in Chapter IV,
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nsu or as litbratuie

Introduction

The sources of information reviewed by the writer

were studies, books, and other literatures in the field of

Personnel Draining and the educational Process. Materials

were gathered pertinent to the present study that could

help establish a sound research situation, riost of the

information regarding training needs was gathered from

available materials in the field of Industry, Business and

extension. Information regarding the educational Irocess

was gathered from available materials in extension and

education.

It is the purpose of this chapter to review all

available materials related to the determination of train-

ing needs in the field of extension, education, Business

and Industry. It is not the intent of this chapter to sum-

marize researches, books, and other literatures related to

training needs.

The educational irocess

.riters in the field of education use different terms

in defining the educational Irocess. Nathaniel Cantor used

Nathaniel Jantor, Phe Peaching-i-earning Process
(New York: Jryden Press, 1955.) •
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p
teaching-learning process, and James El. Aidd used teaching

learning transaction. The National Task rorce on Ooopera-

tive extension Inservice Training used the term 3ducational

Process. They carry the same meaning. Both teaching and

learning belong to the same process, they are opposite

sides of the same coin.

The components of the Educational Process are the

teacher, the learner, the subject matter, and the environ-

ment. Ill these four components are important, Eidd

illustrated the importance of each by the following

statement

:

There is no hierarchy of values in learning; every
factor can be of critical importance—on occasion fresh
air may be as important as fresh ideas, -environment,
the place, shape, and character of the facilities—all
affect the amount and quality of learning. 4"

The Educational Process is an interaction between

the teacher and the learner, and is influenced by environ-

ment. It is a complex process. It involves the attitude

of the teacher, the readiness of the learner, the appro-

priateness of the subject matter, and the physical and

psychological environment.

o
James it. Kidd, liow Adults Learn (IJew York: associ-

ation fress, 1959) $
pp.~~270-296.

^The National Task ^orce, 0£. cit . , p. 14.

i-idd, op_. cit., p. 266.
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The function of the teacher in the educational

.rocess is to encourage learning, xiccordin^ to Kldd 'the

task of those guiding learning is to bring engagement.'

To bring about engagement the teacher uses all skills and

information he knows. He employs a variety of methods,

tools, techniques and principles of teaching and learning

in order to develop the most favorable learning situation.

The objective is to provide the climate and atmosphere

and freedom and self-discipline in which learning is pro-

moted. It is not so much doing something to the body-mind-

emotions but setting up the conditions whereby the person

will behave in a learning way. " The importance of teach-

ing in the educational Irocess is not in the handing-over

of information to the learner but in how the information

was handed-over. Kidd emphasized this point by stating

that "the critical part of the process of teaching-learning

is how the learner is aided to embark on this active, grow-

ing, changing v painful, or exhilarating experience we call

7learning.

"

'

The attitude of the teacher has a tremendous sig-

nificance in his role in the educational Irocess. It is

5Ibid.
, p. 282.

Ibid . , p. 16.

7Ibid. , pp. 1^-16,



important that a teacher review his philosophy of life and

see if it is in accordance with the philosophy of education

and of democracy. A teacher's philosophy of life greatly

influences his attitude towards people and his profession,

-ccording to Cantor, "what a teacher basically believes

often •communicates' itself in ways too subtle for language
Q

to capture." ^uch attitude if it is not based upon the

philosophy of education and of democracy will inhibit in

many ways the effectiveness of a teacher.

When a person is engaged in the learning process his

whole complex personality is involved. Ee is the only one

who can employ his own resources to learn as he goes through

the process. Learning is personal, one has to learn for

himself. The teacher can only develop a favorable learning

situation and provide the subject matter.

As part of the learning situation, it is true that

the learner has to be aided to see his need and motivated

to act on it, but real learning has to take place within

the person. In the educational Process the function of the

learner is to learn. And it must be well recognized that

the learner has a part in the selection of the subject mat-

ter and in the development of a favorable environment for

learning, which often is mistaken as only a teacher's part.

Q
Cantor, 0£. cit • , pp. 10-11,
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This is where the importance of program planning comes into

play.

out in the county, it is the people's needs that

have to be met and they have to take part in it. In pro-

gram planning they come to know their problems, their limi-

tations, and their resources as a community and begin to

know and accept each other, xhe attitude of the people can

influence the educational effort in the county considerably.

oome type of relationship has to occur that can enhance the

educational program, engagement is the word Lidd used to

illustrate this relationship. 10 Jiidd, engagement is a

very important factor in the educational Process, lie con-

siders it as "the key to learning." It is "a relationship

between the learner, the task or subject matter, the

q
environment, and the teacher.

"

y

The fact cannot be ignored that knowledge of the

Educational Frocess is becoming more and eiore important for

county extension Agents particularly since their classroom

is the entire county, their clientel is heterogeneous and

their subject matter is as varied as the needs of the

people. 1'he importance of competency in the educational

xrocess is even more acute with the expanding role of the

extension oervice and the rapid development in science and

^Kidd, 0£. cit . , p. 267.
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technology. "It is fortunate that an astonishing variety

of forms, methods, techniques, and devices are available to

the agent in adult learning,

"

Learning as indicated by adoption of practices by

people in the county can be increased greatly by the employ-

ment of what is already known about the -educational Irocess.

xlelsey and Hearne found in studies conducted over a long

period of years in many counties that people aro influenced

by extension education to adopt new practices in proportion

to the number of different teaching methods with which they

come in contact. There are volumes of information on the

educational Irocess which could be beneficial to teachers,

frustration of extension agents for being less effective in

bringing about change can be avoided by understanding the

educational Irocess and by the application of its princi-

ples and techniques, xhe following statement by Lidd is a

od reminder to educators of our day:

Nothing is sore deeply belittling than the self-image
that some teachers have of themselves as being but the
repositories of facts or ideas, ready to display them
before others, but themselves taking little part
except as transmitters.^

10Ibid. , p. 266.

i.elsey and Hearne, op. cit . , p. 270.

12^idd, 0£. cit., p. 272.
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The Concept of Training

The primary objective of training in any organiza-

tion is efficiency in management, operation, and produc-

tion. As illustrated by Industry, efficiency is increased

markedly and the organization functions soundly as a result

of training but it illustrated also that training is not a

panacea, itudies conducted in Industry, extension, and

education all point to the desirability of training. A

statement from the National Foremen's Institute expressed

very adequately how Industry is dependent upon training:

If industrial operations are to be done in the best,
the easiest and the quickest way, at the least cost,
then training is an integral part of effective opera-
tions. It is a continuous process. *2

Before the second .iorld ,/ar the general attitude

regarding personnel training was cold even if fundamental

changes in 3usiness and Industry had already taken place,

especially since 1910. The Armed Forces during the second

jorld .<ar have shown the great potential in training.

Management, especially in Industry came to realize the

importance of training as an integral part of the organiza-

tion only after the amazing experience of the ^rmed Forces.

education was awakening to the importance of person-

nel training about 1919 as indicated by an address given by

11
.National Foremen's Institute, Inc., "Training

Workers on the Job," Foremen ' s Management Conference ,

-Cumber 10, p. 406.
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J. T. ..heeler in the i.'inth annual ileeting of the American

association for the Advancement of Agriculture Teaching on

January 7» 1319* He stated that "it is not clear in the

minds of some that teachers who have had experience and

training need to continue their professional study." He

stated further that "teachers of any subject must keep step

in the march of educational progress in order to be of

greatest service in any system of scaools or to any educa-

14
tional institution.

"

Training is a necessity. j,ach year approximately

90 per cent of the firms report that one of their major

15responsibilities is training. * The 10 per cent are mostly

smaller firms which hire employees who have been trained

elsewhere, .but this 10 per cent does not indicate that

training is not needed. Progress in science and technology,

job mobility of people and complexity of human relation

make training indispensable in any organization. Industry,

extension and education recognize these three factors as

challenges to their training program.

14
The Ainth ^nnual Meeting of the American associa-

tion for the advancement of Agriculture Teaching, "Improve-
ment of Teachers in service," Training Teachers of agri-
culture s p. 12.

^Jale loder, Personnel hanagement and Industrial
relations , fourth edition, (New Tork: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1956), P- 279.
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Difference in the concept and scope of training pro-

grams in Business and Industry was pointed out by Tlanty,

16
et al . , but their aims in training are basically the same

as stated by the same authors as follows:

To build continually and systematically to the
maximum degree and in the proper proportion that know-
ledge and those skills and attitudes which contribute-, 7
to the welfare of the organization and the employees. '

I a definition they suggest that training is:

The continuous, systematic development among all
levels of employees of that knowledge and those skills
and attitudes which contribute to their welfare and
that of the company. *°

The National Task Force on Cooperative extension

Inservice Training offered the following as a goal of in-

service training in particular:

The general goal of inservice training is to (1)
fill in gaps in the previous preparation; (2) develop
ability to carry out the extension program; and (3)
stimulate continued growth of extension personnel. ±9

As a definition of inservice training, the National

Task Force on Cooperative .Extension Inservice Training

stated the following:

16
^arl G. Ilanty, .-.'illiam ^. McCord, and Jarlos

^.fferson, Training employees and hanagers , (Hew "fork:
-onald iress Co., 1948;, p. 22TT"

17Ibid.
, p. 24.

18
Ibid. , p. 24.

19
'The National Task ^'orce, 0£. cit . , p. 7«
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Inservice training is that phase of organized learn-
ing experience which is provided employees by the
agency throughout the employment period. It is train-
ing directed towards developing understanding of job
operations and standards, agency philosophy, policies
and procedures as well as current technical research
findings. It includes induction training for new
workers and on-the-job training in both subject matter
and in educational methods for experienced personnel
at all levels of the organization. 20

There is a great similarity in how Business, Indus-

try, and extension view training. Three elements are common

in their training programs, they are: (1) to increase pro-

ficiency, (2) to be up-to-date with new developments, and

(3) to develop good human relation.

Training should be current, it should "change with

change" as long as an organization expects to be efficient.

"It is a continuous process, activating, reinforcing and

21
building the human elements of an organization." apprais-

al of training needs should follow a system and must be con-

tinuous, .-.valuation should be made of training to aid in

determining training needs.

Identifying Training I\eeds

The first step in the development of a training pro-

gram is the establishment of a basis for training. This

20Ibid., p. 1.

21
David . orb, "How to Jetermine supervisory

Training lieeds," iersonnel , Vol. 32, No. 4 (January, 195&)>
p. 335-
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requires the identification of training needs. Training

programs should be concerned with immediate needs as well

as future needs and take into consideration that no one in

the organization is exempted from training. A number of

methods for identifying training needs have been developed

in Industry and extension Services. The growing number of

methods of identifying training needs imply that this opera-

tion is not a simple matter. This is probably one reason

why some training directors in Industry would settle for

a hit-or-miss method.

The United 3tates Civil iervice Commission developed

the following basic process in identifying training needs:

1. Jetermine what is required or expected of the Job
or in the situation.

2. determine the degree to which these requirements or
expectations are being met. If they are not being
met, find out t^e reasons. To the extent that
these reasons involve changes in knowledge, skill,
attitudes, or behavior of employees (at all levels)
you have a need which training can probably help
meet, i'ou and the line officials concerned will
have to judge whether training is the best way to
meet it. 22

differences in opinion in the method to use in

determining training needs have been observed among train-

ing directors in Industry. afferent writers recommend

22United states Civil service Commission, "assessing
and reporting Training Seeds and Progress," Personnel
Methods, -ieries No. 5, 1961, p. 7«
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different methods for certain reasons. 3ellows, et al. ,

recommended the use of the "Training ^valuation Check

23
List" because it is a diagnostic trouble shooting device

and will clearly show what is wrong has been agreed on,

making certain that action will be taken. .Fryer thinks by

24
"studying the learning behavior of the trainees" a better

base on which to construct curricula for most complex jobs

can be obtained. It is an analysis of the attitude-

knowledge-skill patterns of the job and evaluation can be

made of every aspect of training. Ilanty, et al. , suggested

that in determining training needs one should use two

methods: the first involves contacts and conferences with

those who may know of training needs; the second involves a

25
study of performance records. '

The differences in methods recommended or used by

these writers indicate that certain situations require cer-

tain types of methods. Different methods in identifying

training needs is employed also in extension.

Another approach to identifying training needs is

23
.toger h. Bellows, trances h. ^step, and Charles

Jcholl, Jr., "A Tool for analyzing Training Needs, the
^valuation Check List," Personnel, Vol. 29, 1953, pp. 412-
417.

24
Jouglas 11. iryer, "Training with Cpecial reference

to its evaluation, lersonnel i sychology , Vol. 4, 1951,
p. 33.

25ilanty, et al. , op. cit., p. 72.
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through the use of a combination of methods.

Je-irhillips, et al. , suggested the following

26
methods:

1. Job analysis and specification.

2. lerformance rating.

3. Analysis of personnel records.

4-. Other company records, cost and production
records, attendance records, and labor turnover
records.

The United states Civil service Ooiamission suggested

the following methods:

1. Interviews.

2. questionnaires.

3. Tests.

4. Jroup problem analysis.

5. Job analysis and performance reviews.

27
6. records and reports studies. '

The National Task Force on Cooperative extension

Inservice Training recommended the following methods in

organized steps:

1. Locating areas of training need through

26
.crank . .exhillips, William II. Berliner, and

James «. . Jribbin, i.anageiaent of Training Irograms (Illinois
iiome .»ood, Richard J . Irwin , Inc., I960), pp. 273-286.

27
'The United Jtates Civil service, op. cit .

,

pp. 12-13.
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a. analysis of jobs.
b. analysis of program emphasis.

2. Identifying the individual worker in need of
training through

a. ie If-surveys.
b. ^ay-to-day observation by superior and

specialist.
c. Test.
d. analysis of performance evaluations.

3. Determining priorities in training needs.

Training cost is a major item in industrial relations

29staff expenses, averaging about one tenth J of the total

staff budget. It is expensive to carry on an effective

training program. To go into the complexities of identify-

ing training needs pays in terms of an effective training

program. Juncan expressed his concern about training waste

caused by careless planning by stating that "concentrated

efforts on the part of intension officials toward a criti-

cal study of training needd is imperative in light of time,

personnel and money expended annually for training purposes

50
in most states."

In this present study training was determined by

what the Kansas County extension Agents perceived their

28
The national Task i'orce, 0£. cit . , p. 9«

29y ioder, op_. cit., p. 283«

50
James A.. Duncan, Training Cooperative extension

workers—The Coordinated approach (Madison, .isconsin:
Cooperative extension ...ervice, College of Agriculture,
University of Wisconsin, 1957) » p. 5»
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training needs to be. In itself it is not a sufficient

basis for a training program. It should be used with other

methods. It is not a sufficient basis but it is important.

The /ifth National administrative ..orkshop held at the

University of Wisconsin reported that Extension training

should be based on the needs of the worker and one of the

methods to determine training needs is to give the agents

51
an opportunity to express their needs for training.

Types of Training

There is no one best way to teach all subject matter

as there is no one best way to teach all groups. ..hat is

best for one group is not necessarily best for another

group. .iere are a number of types of training available

to extension workers.

Jollings described some inservice education programs

which are becoiiin^ generally accepted in extension, they

are the followi.-

1. v'j-^cr school courses . These courses are initiated
by states and limited to their own personnel,
.ormally, they are of three weeks Juration and
serve as refresher courses in subject matter as
well as methods. They provide for full-time
attendance at college classes designed especially
for the needs of extension workers.

51' Report of the Fifth National administrative ,» ork-
shop , Cooperative extension administration, National agri-
cultural extension Center for advanced otudy, University
of Wisconsin, Madison, 1956, p. 53*
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2. Committees to study specific problems * The purpose
of such work is, in part, to provide -xtension
workers with an opportunity for individual growth
while working on common problems.

3. Int ere aan
: ;e of work responsibility between agents .

-i recent study of 4-il club work indicated that a
considerable block of the agent's time was spent
in exchanging responsibilities with other agents.

^ # Clinics . -lewswriting, radio speaking, and tele-
vision work are so new that -xtension agents often
have had no training in them during college,
-linics, in which agents practice writing, speaking
and showing and then see and hear themselves per-
form, are popular and helpful.

5» studies . _>ince its beginning, the Extension 3er-
vice has used county surveys to determine the
extent of adoption of recommended practices of farm
people. These and other studies of -.xtension are
outstandingly effective methods of inservice
education.

6. rield Trips to experiment stations . Regular and
systematic field trips to observe experiments under
way at college and federal stations is a part of
the inservice education program of all states.

7. -jistrict and state conferences . ..nnual conferences,
like field trips are perhaps the oldest methods
3st generally used by states. District confer-

ences on a more frequent schedule have substituted
for the state conference in some instances.

8. ~eader-training meetings . The Lxtension special-
ist's training of local leaders is an excellent
vehicle for agent training as well.

9. ± rofessional associations . County extension Agents
have banded themselves into three professional
organizations on the national level, -ach associa-
tion has a professional improvement committee,
rhese standing committees testify to the fact that
through their own efforts agents are seeking to
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raise the level of their work.

Jrunner and Yang have a broader classification of

training in extension in general as follows:

1. x re-employment (undergraduate and apprentice
training)

.

2. Induction.

3. Inservice

55
4. Graduate work.^

rhe Kansas extension Jervice has four phases in its

training program. It offers a completely integrated system

of training for its employees and prospective employees.

s following are the four phases of training:

1. Pre-service or undergraduate education.

2. Induction training.

3. Inservice training.

54-
4. Graduate study.

^ Mary L. Collings, "In-Service education of Joopera-
tive extension ..'orkers," federal extension ^ervice (Wash-
ington: U. j. Government Printing Office, 1954-) > pp. 6-7.

^•^dmund de^. Brunner and -. ilsin Pao Tang, vural
.jgierica and the extension service (New York: Bureau of
xublications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1)4-9)

»

p. 134.

^ Kansas Extension service, County extension ^ent '

s

o-uide on Development and Ihilosophy of tae Cooperative
^xten3ioa service and employee 3enefi"ts (hanhattan, ivansas:

:ension service Lansas itate UniversTty, June, I960),
pp. 36-37.
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The National Task ?orce on Cooperative extension

Inservice Training outlined three types of training. ..acta,

is designed to meet certain kind of training needs. The

types are the following:

1 . Tenure
a. ilew Personnel *,-

b. experienced Personnel. ^

2. specific 'Type

a. Orientation.
b. lrofe3sional and scientific.
c. Administration.
d. supervisory and i-lanagement.
e. evaluation and educational research

hethodology. ^
f. Clerical and management.

3« Special Group Type
a. specialists.
b. Supervisors.
c. Administrators, otate and County.
d. -secretarial and Clerical extension

Workers. 37

The irimary tole of extension service

The history of the extension service emphasizes that

education was and is its primary role. "The farmers'

institutes were pioneer institutions in agricultural exten-

sion teaching and did much to prepare the way for our

present agricultural colleges and schools and especially

-^The National Task i'orce, 0£. cit . , pp. 19-20,

56Ibid. , p. 31.

57Ibid-» PP- 13-16.
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38
for the extension system and the county agent. ny The

earliest of the farmers institute meetings was in 1868 in

Manhattan, Kansas. There were much earlier efforts of

extension work than the farmers institutes such as the

agricultural societies and the lyceums. But these did not

have as much effect on extension as the farmers institutes,

extension work started with the people* s desire to know the

answers to problems that confronted them every day on their

farms and in their homes. It "... is a product of the demo-

cratic form of government. let it is not a child of the

government hut of the people. It is an evolution spanning

more than 170 years paralleling the early formation of our

40
government and at last becoming a part of the government."

The educational role of the extension service is

very well emphasized in the omith-Lever let, it stated that:

In order to aid in diffusing among the people of the
United states useful and practical information on sub-
jects relating to agriculture and home economics, and
to encourage the application of the same, ••••**

*.. J. Burritt, The County Agent and the Farm Bureau
(..ew lork: aarcourt, Brace and Company, Inc. , 1922;,
p. 196.

39
.Alfred Charles True, A .:istory of agricultural

education in the United states , 1785-1925""( /ashin^ton, J. Q.

;

United Ctates Government i rinting Cffice , 1929), p« 119-

40
Kansas .extension Jervice, oj>. cit., p. 2.

41Aelsey and Hearae, 0£. cit., p. 477*
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Indeed, it is not Just the handing of information to

the people but also the application of methods and tech-

niques in extension work that will encourage people to

adopt new ideas and practices.

The Joint Committee report on extension Programs,

policies and Goals affirmed that "the primary function of

the Cooperative extension Service in agriculture and home

42economics is education." The most effective way that the

extension service can "help people help themselves ri is

through the long process of education. There is no short-

cut to education. Extension has a tremendous job to

accomplish and it is ever increasing in importance as a

result of the rapid progress of science. In a democratic

43
society every person has equal right to acquire knowledge. *

Giving people who are not benefiting from residence college

instruction equal opportunity to study and learn is the

responsibility of the extension service and the Land Grant

College system. It has to continually disseminate infor-

mation relevant to the needs of the people. Being an

educational agency "it must be increasingly concerned with

Jubcommittee on ocope and Responsibility, The
Cooperative extension oervice ... Today (Joint Committee
aeport on extension Programs, iolicies and Goals), p. 1.

43
: ansas extension service, oj>. cit. , p. 21.
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changes in attitudes, so that people as individuals may

progress to higher standards of accomplishment and living

44
in an increasingly complex society." recalling the origin

of extension service, it was born out of the people's need

—

to know the answers to their problems. There was at the

time a great need to discover knowledge and when knowledge

was discovered through the experiment station it was

inevitable to recognize the need for the extension service

and its vital function, so in 1914 the extension Service

was nationally and officially recognized through the ^mith-

Lever iCt. By history, by philosophy, and by methods, it

cannot be denied that extension work is primarily educa-

tional in nature. "The people engaged in it must possess

a good many abilities in common with teachers in schools.

ill teachers are directors of the learning process, and

45employ principles of sociology, psychology, and education." '

County extension Agents recognize their role as

educational. Jtudies on the perceived role of County exten-

sion agents showed that they perceived their role as that

of an educator. In 1922 an inquiry made by Professor Crosby

44-dmund de_. Brunner, Irwin T. zanders, and
-nsminger Douglas, farmers of the ..orId—The Jevelopsient of

. riculture extension (i*ew York: Columbia University iress,
1945), p. 6.

45
^jax'3ie Hammonds, Teaching -Rriculture (Jew iork:

.raw-Hill 3ook Company, Inc., 1952;, p. 304.
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to forty extension directors and 1,414 County extension

agents indicated that the primary function of County ^xten-

46
sion agents is educational in character. LcCormick in

his study among the Ohio County -xtinsion agents in 1958

found that 80 per cent of his respondents perceived their

47role as educational. ' Abdul-Hadi ' s study among the Kansas

County extension ..gents revealed that 78.5 per cent of the

Kansas agricultural extension Agents perceived their role

48
as educational.

Training in the educational Process

i'he Joint Committee Report on extension I-rograms,

policies and Goals emphasized the need for training of

extension workers to meet extension's professional demands,

extension work being an educational profession "... demands

an educational background especially designed to fit workers

for the profession. " * Understanding of the educational

Irocess is important and a basic requirement for the Exten-

sion worker. It is so important because the methods and

techniques employed in teaching "... have a direct bearing

46
Jrue, 0£. cit . , p. 177*

47
'IlcConnick, 0£. cit., p. 85*

48
^bdul-Hadi, op_. cit., p. 53.

49J subcommittee on Jcope and Responsibility, ojp_. cit.,
p. 42.
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50
upon the amount and quality of learning . . .

.

"' Competency

in the Educational ^rocess is inherent in the extension

profession being primarily concerned in changing people's

behavior. Ho one can possibly change people's behavior

without employing the principles of the educational Irocess.

.ithout this how does one know, for example, what kind of

subject matter to use, what kind of teaching procedures

and techniques of communication to use, or how much time

51
and effort to allocate to the task. -r

In the ranking of the nine general areas of compe-

tency, the Educational Process was ranked 7th by the

respondents of Abdul-Hadi, hcCormick, and Price, according

to their expressed training needs, according to importance

of the nine general areas the respondents in ^bdul-Hadi's

study ranked the educational Process 6th, in McCormick's

study it was ranked 5th, and in Price's study it was ranked

6.5th. .vbdul-iiadi ' s respondents were the Kansas Agricul-

52 53tural agents, ' hcGornick's were the Ohio County Agents, J

H« C. .vilson and Gladys Gallup, (extension Gervice
Circular 4-,,., I ederal -xtension service, Q.S.D.A., august,
1955), P. 3-

51
i-aul J. Leagans, "Competencies Heeded by -xtension

Workers ,
" report of Conference on -.xtension Praining;

(Ithaca, AewTork: Cornell University, 1957), P» 3-

52abdul-Hadi, cp_. cit
. , pp. 63-64.

53
^"liC'Cormick, 0£. cit., p. 20.
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and Price's were the Arkansas County .-gents. ..ifty-four

and six tenths per cent of the Ohio County agents had their

undergraduate major in Agricultural Education, Home eco-

nomics education, and General education. Of the Arkansas

County agents, 20 per cent had their undergraduate major

in Agricultural education and Home economics education,

eighteen per cent of the Kansas Agricultural /agents majored

in agricultural Education during their undergraduate work.

The rank order correlation between training needs expressed

by the County Agents and their opinion as to how important

it was for a County Agent to receive training in certain

areas of the nine general areas of competency was 0.43 for

55
the Ohio County Agents, ^ and 0.216 for the Kansas ^gri-

56
cultural Agents. In both computations rho was used.

x'hese are low correlations. The difference between the Ohio

County Agents and the Kansas Agricultural agents in the per

cent of County Agents with undergraduate major in the field

of education could be one of the reasons why the Ohio

County Agents ranked the ^educational Process higher than

the Kansas agricultural Agents in importance. Clightly

over 55 per cent of the Ohio County Agents had their

^ Price, op,, cit • , pp. 154—156.

^licCormick, o£. cit . , p. 91.

^ Abdul-Hadi, 0£. cit . , p. 64.
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undergraduate major in the field of education while only

18 per cent of the Kansas Agricultural Agents had their

undergraduate major in education. McCormick explained

this case as "a phenomenon which is not unusual to observe

is that a person feels the areas in which he is most

highly trained and most competent are the most important. "^

In Abdul-Hadi*s study one of his recommendations was

for the training program of the Kansas Agricultural Agents

to place more emphasis on the educational role. The need

for training in the Educational Process is increased for

the Kansas Agricultural agents because of their inadequate

training in the Educational Process.

It appears that the Aansas Agricultural agents do

not 3ee clearly their need for training in the educational

process. KcCormick, in his study suggested that, "... the

traditional method of planning district training conferences

through agent's suggestions to a committee may not be pro-

viding programs that meet the in-service training needs of

the agents." He also stated that "supervisors are the

key individuals in identifying the training needs of exten-

sion Agents and in counceling and guiding agents in their

training program. Aansas extension Agents expressed their

57
eCormick, o£. cit . , p. 91

58lbid. , p. 152.
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greatest training needs in the area of subject matter.

j?o be able to teach effectively requires not only

the mastery of subject matter but also the methods and

techniques of teaching, "It is not uncommon for a person

with a high level of technical training to be relatively

ineffective in imparting his knowledge to others. .hile

it may be true that some teachers are 'born not made' it

is equally true that any teacher can benefit greatly from

the rapidly growing body of knowledge about effective

59teaching tools and techniques." A wise selection of the

different methods, techniques and tools can produce maxi-

mum result in changing people's behavior, ka illustrated

by Aelsey and nearne, people are influenced to change in

proportion to the number of different teaching methods with

which they come in contact. '.The more people are exposed

to the different methods and techniques of teaching the

more they will respond to change. This indicates that

in order for extension agents to be effective as educators

they require adequate training in the educational Irocess.

-incc -xtension work is primarily an educational

task, its personnel should have sufficient knowledge of the

59X7B, r< iork, "The Irofessional and nis Journal."
Journal of Cooperative extension . Vol. 1 (opring, 1963;,
p. 6.

i.elsey and Hearne, 0£. cit . » p. 270.
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educational rrocess. bounty Agents being primarily educa-

tors in an informal educational system must utilize every

extension activity to promote education, without an under-

standing of teaching and learning process an agent cannot

be effective in his work. The various activities are all

learning situations which the extension worker has to

enrich with selected methods, techniques, and tools of

education. Training in the educational jtrocess is impor-

tant for all educators. "If the goal of the extension

Service is to effect behavior changes in the people they

serve through education, then it becomes quite evident that

professional extension personnel must continually strive

to improve their own abilities and efficiency through

61
training.

"

nummary

..othing could be found in studies and other litera-

ture which would indicate that education is not a primary

function of extension. Literature in extension has affirmed

the fact that education is the primary function of .exten-

sion. Competency in the educational irocess is of great

importance for all County extension agents.

administrators in extension know how important it is

to train County extension agents in the educational

61
..cCormick, 0£. cit. , p. 42.
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xrocess. xhe studies of McCormick, Price, and Abdul-dadi

cited previously have pointed up the inadequacy of under-

graduate training in the Educational Process.

The Kansas agricultural Extension Agents are very

much in need of training in the educational Process because

their undergraduate training in the educational Irocess is

insufficient. The studies by licCormick and irice have

indicated that extension Agents in general have insuffi-

cient undergraduate training in the educational irocess.

.e can assume that in Kansas it is not only the agricul-

tural .extension Agents who need very much training in the

educational Process but all County extension ..gents.

Training is recognized by administrators in Business,

Industry, Education, and extension to be an integral part

of the organization. It is training that increase profi-

ciency, keeps employees up-to-date with new developments,

and develops good human relations.



CiLu III

THE 5E2 I .GUNTY
ICXFIC

TIL, EB0CATIONAI I

Introduction

Cne of the nine general areas of competency identi-

fied by the National Task i^orce on Cooperative Extension

Inservice -Draining was the "educational Process."

3 Jormick developed a questionnaire in which the

basic elements were the nine general areas of competency

identified by the National Task Porce. Ha made detailed

subdivisions of each of the nine general areas of compe-

tency with the assistance of the members of the National

xask tforce. The subdivisions or specific areas of the edu-

cational Process determined by LcConaick were used in this

2
study. The following were the specific areas:

1. Understanding how people learn.

2. Understanding the effect of the differences in
individuals on the teaching-learning process.

3. Understanding the relation of experience to
learning.

4. Understanding the relation of learning to what
we perceive (see, feel and hear) through our
senses.

i.cJormick, 0£. cit . , p. 11

2
lbid ., p. 217.
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5» Understanding the relationship between the need
for and usefulness of subject matter information
to learning.

6. Understanding the relation of interest to
learning.

7. Knowledge of the principles and procedures in
teaching adults.

8. How to develop and use teaching methods.

9. Knowledge of the background and history of
education.

10. Understanding the psychological theories of
learning.

11. Understanding the philosophies of education.

12. Understanding how to motivate people.

3efore going into the detailed analysis of the

expressed training needs of Kansas Jounty agents it is fit-

ting to illustrate at this point how Kansas County agents

ranked the educational Process according to training needs

and also according to importance in order to be successful

in the job. It was pointed out in the review of literature

that Ohio County Agents, Arkansas County Agents and

5
Kansas County Agricultural ;,.gents^ ranked the Lducational

Irocess ?th among the nine general areas of competency

according to the training they felt they needed in these

5Ibid. , p. 20.

4.

5

4.

1 rice, ap_. cit . , pp. 154—156.

Abdul-Hadi, o£. cit., pp. 63-64.
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general areas, according to importance of the nine general

areas, the educational Process was ranked 6th, 5th, and

6.5th "by Kansas Agricultural Agents, Ohio County Agents,

and Arkansas County agents respectively.

Using the same information, to the response of

Abdul-Hadi's questionnaires in his analysis of the expressed

training needs of Kansas agricultural agents, the rank of

the educational Irocess according to training needed and

importance by Kansas County agents was found. Tables II

and III show these rankings, -according to training needed

(see Table II), the agricultural agents, the Home economics

agents and the 4-e Club xigents ranked the educational

Irocess 7th, 7th and 3rd respectively. The 4-H Club Agents

felt they needed more training in the educational Process

than either the agricultural Agents or the dome economics

Agents. According to importance of the educational irocess

(see i!able III) the ranks were 6th, 5th and 5th, by the

Agricultural agents, the nome economics agents and the 4-H

Club Agents respectively. It appears that the Home econom-

ics agents and the 4-H Club Agents attached sli ghtly more

importance to the educational Irocess than did the Agri-

cultural Agents, iunong the three groups of Kansas County

agents the 4-n Club agents felt they needed much training

in the educational irocess having ranked it 3rd compared

to 7th by both Agricultural agents and Home economics
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BIS II

UCTG HEEDBD-B riAGB DX3SRIBUTX0B CF
THL NIK - I C BX KANSAS COUHTI

AG UION

•

•
•

I osition

General .ureas of
competency

•
•

•
«

•
•

Lgri.
.gents]
:?«98

;

ii. ..

jents!
5-80

4--..

Agents
BT-25

% aank ro -iank ,> iiank

i'echnical knowledge 93.9 1 92.4 3 78. 3 8.5

Research. 86.7 2 96.2 2 100 4.5

effective thinking 79.6 3 96.2 1 92 1

irogram ± lanning and
development 71.1 4 82.3 4 88 4.5

Human Jevelopment 73.5 5 83-5 5 88 6.5

Communication 67.3 6 67.5 8 84 8.5

The educational I-rocess 70.4 7 72.5 7 84 3

oocial systems 68.4 8 79.7 6 88 6.5

extension Organization
and administration 53.7 9 54.5 9 78. 3 8.5
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.1L-, III

IMPOxl. OxiDL 1 3EHT1GE DISTRIBUTION OF
EHE IJIIL, G EBIKJI BY £

COUNTY AG-NTj BY P^ITION

Poi.ition

General Areas of
jmpetency

Agri .
•

: ^ents
t H=98 '

H. E

•

: ,ents

;
N-80

4-H
: -3ents

Ii-25

Rank % ..auk xank

Technical Knowledge 100 1 98. 8 1 100 3.5

Irograun Planning and
development 96.9 2 100 3 100 3.5

Communication 95-9 3 100 2 100 1.5

extension organization
and Administration 94.8 4 97- 5 4 100 1.5

research 100 5 100 8 100 6

The educational irocess 94.9 6 100 5 100 5

Human Development 89.6 7 100 6 100 8

social Gystems 91.8 8 100 9 100 8

effective Thinking 95.9 9 100 7 100 8
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Agents. Both the agricultural Agents and the Home economics

Agents ranked the educational process according to impor-

tance, a rank higher than they ranked it according to the

training they felt they needed.

-nalysis and Interpretation of Jata

The "analysis and interpretation of data :I deals with

some factors which might be associated with the expressed

training needs of Kansas Oounty agents. The factors were

position group, undergraduate major, degree held, and role

perception, .descriptive statistical techniques were used

in this study. In the analysis of the data percentage dis-

tribution, rank order, coefficient oi rank correlation (rho),

and coefficient of concordance were used.

i'he coefficient of rank correlation was determined

by using the spearman rank correlation coefficient (r ) or

rho to illustrate the agreement between two groups of ^ounty

Agents in their training needs in the educational Irocess.

rhe formula is:

6 di
2

r
s

s 1 5

ic compute rs make a list of ^ subjects, u'ext to
each subjects entry, enter his rank for the X variables
and his ranks for the I variables. Jetermine then the
various values of di» the difference between the two
ranks, oquare each di, and then sum all values of di^
to obtain di^ # Then enter this value to I (the
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number of subjects) directly to the above.

The coefficient of concordance (V) was used to show

the agreement among Kansas bounty .-.gent position groups in

their expressed training need in the educational process.

The coefficient of concordance was used only for the anal-

ysis of the first hypothesis, The formula of the coeffi-

cient of concordance is:

s

1/12 k2 (IJ
5-rI)

D compute v, we first find the sum of ranks, R4«
in each column of a Kzfl Table. Then we sum the Rj and
divide that sum by B to obtain the mean value of the
j. ~.ach of the RJ may then be expressed as a devia-

tion from the mean value. (The larger the deviations,
the greater is the degree of association among the K
sets of ranks.) rinally, s, the sum of squares of
these deviations, is found.

7

~ach analysis begins with an hypothesis. The data

were gathered from the responses of Kansas County Agents to

the questionnaire administered by .Jbdul-Hadi, and were used

in this study to accept or reject the hypotheses through

the use of the descriptive statistical techniques. The

author accepted the null hypothesis when the association

was below the ,600 level and rejected it when the associa-

tion was above .600. .e following were the terms used

kidney oiegel, .»
:onparametric statistics for the

Behavioral science (Iiew i'ork: i,c Jraw-uill Book wonroany,
1956), p. 2&T.

7Ibid.
, p. 250.
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signifying different levels of agreement:

1. ierfect agreement 1,000

2. Very high 0.900-0.999

3. nigh 0.701-0.899

4. lightly high 0.601-0.700

5. lightly low 0.501-0.600

6. Low O.JOl-O.^OO

7. /ery low 0.001-0. $00

8. ierfect disagreement- 0.000

.e f o] lowing terms were used to signify agreement

between two groups of respondents in a rank:

1. ierfect agreement 0.0

2. rj high 0.5-1.9

3

4. Fairly high 4.0-5.9

5. Fairly low " 6.0-7.9

6. Low 8.0-9.9

7. Very low " 10.0-10.9

8. ierfect disagreement 11.0

^ach analysis of the hypothesis is presented by a

discussion of the data. Only the three highest ranks and

the three lowest ranks were used. The three highest ranks

were arranged from the highest to the lowest and the three

lowest were arranged from the lowest to the highest.

>. nigh " 2.0-3.9
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The .ssociation Between the expressed Training STeeda of
ansas County agents in the opecifio «.reas of the

educational irocess and iosition Croup

The expressed training needs of the Kansas County

agents were analyzed in order to determine the association

between and among position groups and expressed training

needs.

The three position groups were as follows:

1. Agricultural Agents

2. Home Lconomics Agents

5. 4-H Club Agents

hypothesis: There is no association between the expressed

training needs of Kansas County Agents in the specific

areas of the Educational Process and position group.

Table IV shows the rank order of the twelve specific

areas of the .Educational Irocess and the percentage distri-

bution of Kansas County ..gents by position group according

to their expressed training needs.

Among the agricultural ..gents the three specific

areas which were ranked highest were the following:

1. Understanding how to motivate people.

2. Knowledge of the principles and procedures of
teaching adults.

3« iiow to develop and use teaching methods.

tie for second place in rank was observed between

r,knowledge of the principles and procedures of teaching
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JOL OftUBl 1KD M<SB DISJRIBOTIC C

RSAS 30UJ - IB TB
_LV~, IFIC - BCAMOHAL

PROCESS Bx F03ITI0U GHQUI

specific areas of the
educational irocess

] osition group

Agri. Agent
1-97

H«£« a.gent
N=74a

4-Ii txgent

23

Understanding how to
motivate people.

knowledge of the prin-
ciples and procedures
of teaching adults.

now to develop and use
teaching methods.

Understanding the psy-
chological theories
of learning.

Understanding the
philosophies of
education.

.Sank Aank % -ank

75.3 1 82.4 1 95.7 1

72.2 2.5 75-7 2 87.0 3

70.1 2.5 75*7 3 87.0 2

63.9 4 71.6 4 90.9 5

60.

4

a
5 63.5 5.5 82.6 7

effect of individual
differences on teach-
ing-learning process.

^elation between need
and usefulness of sub-
ject matter informa-
tion to learning.

Understanding how
people learn.

^elation of interest
to learnin .

x^nowledge of the back-
ground and history of
education.

54.6 6 59.5 7 78.3 6

55-7 7 59.5 5-5 82.6 4

51.5 8 54.1 9 60.9 8.5

47.4 9 ^1.4 8 60. 9 10

47.4 10 44.6 12 60.9 12
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5LE IV (continued)

Jpecific areas of the
.ducational Process

position group

Agri . Agent
a-97

_nt
N»74a

4-A .igent
N=23

% Rank Jank t -iank

delation of learning
to experience.

..elation of learning
to what we perceive.

44.3 11 43.2 11 65.2 8.5

42.3 12 44.6 10 65.2 11

a
une did not answer.
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adults" and "how to develop and use teaching methods," but

"knowledge of the principles and procedures of teaching

adults" had a higher percentage.

The three ^specific areas that the Agricultural

Agents ranked lowest were the following:

1. -elation of learning to what we perceive.

2. delation of experience to learning.

3. Knowledge of the background and history of
education.

The Hone economics Agents gave the highest rank to

the following three specific areas:

1. Understanding how to motivate people.

2. Knowledge of the principles and procedures of
teaching adults.

35. -low to develop and use teaching methods.

In percentage "knowledge of the principles and pro-

cedures of teaching adults" and "how to develop and use

teaching methods" tied but the first was a rank higher than

the latter.

The three specific areas that the Hone ^cononics

..-rents ranked lowest were the following:

1. knowledge of the background and history of
education.

2. relation of experience to learning.

J. relation of learning to what we perceive.

nowledge of the background and history of educa-

tion" was two ranks lower than "relation of learning to
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what we perceive'' but they tied in percentage.

• 4-H Jlub agents gave i;he three highest ranks to

the following specific areas:

1. Understanding how to motivate people.

2. now to develop and use teaching methods.

3. knowledge of the principles and procedures of
teaching adults.

tie in percentage was observed between "how to

develop and use teaching methods" and "knowledge of the

principles and procedures of teaching adults."

_ae lowest three ranks were given by the 4-u Jlub

agents to the following three specific areas:

1. .knowledge of the background and history of
education.

2. ..elation of learning to what we perceive.

3. delation of interest to learning.

".delation of interest to learning" and "knowledge of

the background and history of education" were tied in per-

centage but the latter was two ranks lower than the first.

The coefficient of rank correlation between iiansas

County agents by position group were the following:

1. Agri. Agents-H. S. Agents «951

2. H. -. ..gents-4-H Club agents .930

3. 4-H Jlub ^gents-Agri. Agents .906

.e coefficient of rank correlation between all of

the three pairs of Kansas County ..gents by position groups
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in the twelve specific areas of the educational xrocess

without consideration of situational and personal factors

was very high. Ill the three possible pairs of Kansas

County Aigent position groups ranked highest the same spe-

cific areas and in the same order, except for the 4-.d Club

--gent-Agricultural ngent pair which ranted "how to develop

and use teaching methods" second. The other two pairs

ranked third. The same three specific areas were ranked

lowest by the three pairs of Kansas County Agent position

groups. The three lowest specific areas were not ranked

in the same order.

To determine the agreement among the Kansas County

Agent position groups in their expressed training needs in

the twelve specific areas of the educational xrocess the

coefficient of concordance (*0 was used. The coefficient

of concordance was . 94-9» This was a very high association.

The expressed training needs of Kansas County .ngent posi-

tion groups were very highly associated, it was close to

perfect association. The hypothesis was rejected.

The Association Between the expressed Training Ueeds
of Kansas County agents in the Cpecific Areas of
the educational irrocess and Undergraduate Kajor

The Kansas County .agents had their undergraduate

majors in Agricultural education, uome economics education,

Agricultural economics, agronomy, .-inimal Husbandry, Jairy,

^'oods and Nutrition, clothing, and others. Among those who
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majored in the field of education were 17.5 per cent of the

agricultural Agents, 64 per cent of the Home economics

agents and 8.? per cent of the 4~H Club Agents. Those who

majored in Technical subject Matter were 82.5 per cent of

the Agricultural Agents, 26 per cent of the Home economics

.nts, and 91*3 per cent of the 4-u Club agents. The over

all percentage of Aansas County -gents with education under-

graduate major was 30.4 per cent and 69*6 per cent for the

Technical Subject Matter undergraduate major.

The expressed training needs of Kansas County Agents

were analyzed by Education undergraduate and Technical sub-

ject hatter undergraduate major to determine whether under-

graduate major was associated with the expressed training

needs of Kansas County Agents.

Hypothesis: There is no association between the expressed

training needs of Kansas County Agents in the specific

areas of the -ducational xrocess and undergraduate

major.

Table V shows the rank order of the twelve specific

areas of the educational Process and the percentage distri-

bution of Kansas County Agents by undergraduate major

according to their expressed training needs.

The Kansas County Agents with Education undergraduate

major ranked the following three specific areas highest:
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opecific areas of the
icational Process

Undergraduate major

Tech. vubj. Matter

o liank /o ..ank

Understanding how to
motivate people.

now to develop and use
teaching methods.

.knowledge of the prin-
ciples and procedures
of teaching adults.

understanding the psycho-
logical theories of
learning.

understanding the phil-
osophies of education.

..elation between need
and usefulness of sub-
ject matter information
to learning

relation of interest to
learning.

i-nowledge of the back-
ground and history of
education.

relation of learning to
experience.

delation of learning to
what we perceive.

71.87

67.18

62.50

59.37 4

56.25 5

53-12 6

42.18

43-75 8

35.93 9-5

37.50 9-5

84.62

77.69

81. 54

75.19'

68.22*

63.84

54.62

52.85'

51.54

50.00

8

11

10
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. v
r (continued)

specific areas of the
educational xrocess

Undergraduate major

Tech. oubj. Matter
11=130

°tb -iank Rank

effect of individual
difference on teaching-
learning process. 50,,00 11 63,.84 12

Understanding how people
learn. 42,,18 12 59..23 7

One did not answer.

jeven did not answer.
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1. Understanding how to motivate people.

2. How to develop and use teaching methods.

3. .lowledge of the principles and procedures of
teaching adults.

Lowest ranks were given by the education undergradu-

ate major to the following specific areas:

1. Understanding how people learn.

2. effect of individual differences on teaching-
learning process.

J. ^elation of learning to what we perceive.

jie was observed between "relation of learning to

what we perceive" and "relation of experience to learning"

but the first was higher in percentage than the latter.

This indicates that "relation of experience to learning"

was ranked higher by each County n.gent who responded to the

it en than "relation of learning to what we perceive" by

County agents who responded to it.

mong Kansas County Agents whose undergraduate major

was in Technical subject liatter the three specific areas

which were ranked highest were the following:

1. Understanding how to motivate people.

2. Knowledge of the principles and procedures of
teaching adults.

3. How to develop and use teaching methods.

The three lowest ranks were given by the Kansas

County agents with Technical Jubject i;atter undergraduate

major to the following specific areas:
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1. effect of individual differences on teaching-
1earning process.

2. i-nowledge of the background and history of
education.

3. relation of learning to what we perceive.

The specific area where the undergraduate major

groups differed the most was in "understanding how people

learn" with the Education major group giving it the lower

rank. i'he rank difference was 5 which was a fairly high

agreement

.

i'he coefficient of rank correlation between the

education and Technical subject hatter undergraduate majors

was .858. This was a high association.

3oth undergraduate major groups ranked highest the

same three specific areas and in the same rank order. «.lso,

both groups ranked lowest the same two specific areas. Of

the twelve specific areas not one was observed where the

group had complete disagreement, The highest observed dis-

agreement was 5 rank difference which is fairly low.

Kansas County Agents with an education undergraduate

major indicated less need for training in the educational

ocess than those with a Technical subject Hatter under-

graduate major. This was expected because the County Agents

with undergraduate majors in education had had training in

these specific areas in variable degrees. This is one

indication that Kansas County agents with education
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undergraduate major felt the need for training in the

specific areas of the educational Process but not as much

as the Kansas County Agents with Technical oubject Matter

undergraduate major. The hypothesis was rejected.

The association Between the Lxpressed Training Needs of
Kansas County Agents in the specific Areas of the

Educational Process and Cegree Held

Fifteen and five tenths per cent of Kansas County

agricultural agents held Master's degrees, 5.3 per cent of

the Home _conomics Agents and 13 per cent of the 4—H Club

Agents held Master's degrees. No one held a Joctor's

degree. Cf those who held Master's degrees, their major

fields were in education, Agricultural education, Home Aco-

nomics education, extension education, Biological Science,

Home economics and others. Sixty-four per cent of the

Master's degree held group had their graduate major in the

field of education. The over all percentage of the Kansas

County agents who held Master's degrees was 11-33 per cent.

The expressed training needs of Kansas County Agents

were analyzed by County Agents with Bachelor's degree and

with Master's degree to determine whether an advanced degree

was associated with the expressed training needs of Kansas

County agents.

Hypothesis: There is no association between the expressed

training needs of Kansas County agents in the specific

areas of the educational Process and degree held.
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Table VI shows the rank order of the twelve specific

areas of the educational irocess and the percentage distri-

bution of Kansas County agents by degree held according to

their expressed training needs.

^ansas County agents with Bachelor's degree ranked

the following three specific areas as highest:

1. Understanding how to motivate people.

2. How to develop and use teaching methods.

3. knowledge of the principles and procedures of
teaching adults.

The three specific areas ranked lowest by the Kansas

County Agents with Bachelor's degree were the following:

1. ilnowledge of the background and history of
education.

2. delation of learning to what we perceive.

J. Relation of experience to learning,

Kansas County agents with Piaster's degrees gave the

highest three ranks to the following specific areas:

1. Understanding how to motivate people.

2. Understanding the psychological theories of
learning.

$. Knowledge of the principles and procedures of
teaching adults.

Che lowest three ranks were given by the County

agents with Piaster's degree to the following specific areas:

1. relation of learning to what we perceive.

2. Relation of experience to learning.
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fl

IBUTK IBS3ES
. LNING HEEDS : i COUHTI BE

fELVl IFIC .JCATION.
.3 Bi LD

specific areas of the
;

educational Process

<

: jegree held

Bachelor's
N»l?2a

•
•

•

•

Master's
K»22

Understanding how to
tivate people.

% Rank

81.39 1

% nk

72.73 1

How to develop and use
teaching methods.

/Laowledge of the prin-
ciples and procedures
of teaching adults.

Understanding the psy-
chological theories of
learning.

-elation between need
and usefulness of sub-
ject matter information
to learning.

effect of individual
differences on teaching-
learning process.

Understanding the phil-
osophies of education.

Understanding how
people learn.

relation of interest
to learning.

delation of learning
to experience.

77-91 2

78.49 3

70.76
a 4

45.45

50.00

63.64

4.5

62.21 5 45.45 7

60.47
a

6.5 50.00 6

64.91 6.5 59.09 4.5

55.23 8.5 40.91 8.5

52.91 8.5 31.82 8.5

48.26 10 31.82 10.5
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j>Lti VI (continued)

specific areas of the
icational Process

degree held

Master's
-22

Rank Rank

Relation of learning
to what we perceive.

/knowledge of the back-
ground and history of
education.

4-7.67 11

49.42 12

31.82

36.36

12

10.5

a
One did not answer.
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2« knowledge of the background and history of
education.

.jmong the specific areas that showed the greatest

difference between Kansas Jounty agents according to degree

held, "how to develop and use teaching methods" showed the

greatest with a difference of 2.5 ranks.

The coefficient of rank correlation between the

Bachelor's and Master's degree groups was .923* This asso-

ciation was very high.

Of the three highest ranks both degree groups agreed

in two places, they disagreed in the second rank. For the

three lowest ranks both groups gave the three lowest places

to the same specific areas, however they disagreed in the

rank order. The observed highest rank difference among the

twelve specific areas was 2.5 ranks which was a high

agreement.

In all the specific areas the percentage of the

Piaster's degree group was lower than the Bachelor's degree

group. This is not surprising because 64- per cent of the

Master's degree group had their graduate major in the field

of education while only 30,4 of the Bachelor's degree group

had their undergraduate major in the field of education.

This implies that the Master's degree group in general feel

the need for training in the specific areas of the educa-

tional rrocess but not as great as the Bachelor's degree

group. The hypothesis was rejected.
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The association between the Expressed Training Needs
of Kansas County ..gents in the opecific ^reas of

the educational Irocess and iiole Perception

fa determine the perceived role of Kansas County

agents they were asked to describe their Job by checking

one of the following statements:

1. i professional agriculturalist, home economist,
or youth worker available to provide information
for the people of your community.

2. a professional agriculturalist, home economist
or youth worker providing service to the people
of your county.

3» A professional educator developing educational
programs with people to effect behavior changes
in the people of your county.

4. .-w professional educator developing programs to
help people help themselves.

5« A professional organizer of educational activi-
ties for the people of your county.

Those who checked statements 1 or 2 were assumed to

perceive their role as non-educational and those who checked

statements 3, 4 or 5 were assumed to perceive their role as

educational. The responses were distributed as follows:

statement Bo. 1 8..

statement ffo. 2 5.6%

statement ^o. 3 53 «3a>

statement tio* 4 30. 8%

.^atement No. 5 2*1%

of all the Kansas County agents 13.8 per cent per-

ceived their role as non-educational and 86.2 per cent
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perceived their role as educational.

Hypothesis: Jhere is no association between the expressed

training needs of Kansas County Agents in the specific

areas of the educational irocess and role perception.

Table VII shows the rank order of the twelve specific

areas of the educational irocess and the percentage distri-

bution of Kansas bounty Agents by role perception according

to their expressed training needs.

ilansas County Agents who perceived their role as

educational ranked the following three specific areas

highest:

1. Understanding how to motivate people.

2. iinowledge of the principles and procedures of
teaching adults.

3. How to develop and use teaching methods.

rhe following three specific areas were ranked lowest

by Aansas County Agents who perceived their role as

educational

:

1. .Knowledge of the background and history of
education.

2. delation of learning to what we perceive.

5. relation of experience to learning.

Kansas County agents who perceived their role as

non-educational ranked the following three specific areas

highest:

1. Understanding how to motivate people.
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31^ VII

iLvNK - - DISfRIBOTIC _J
T.iAlNING NEEDS OF K K)DHTT AGEOT3 IN H

.. . OTCAXK
tOCBSS Br ROLE PERCKPTK

opecific areas of the
educational irocess

tole perception

Non-educational

% x^ank iiank

Understanding how to
motivate people.

knowledge of the prin-
ciples and procedures
of teaching adults.

now to develop and use
teaching methods.

Understanding the psy-
chological theories of
learning.

Aelation between need
and usefulness of sub-
ject matter information
to learning.

Understanding the phil-
osophies of education.

effect of individual
differences on teaching-
learning process.

^elation of interest
to learning.

Understanding how
people learn.

delation of learning
to experience.

79.64

74.85

73-05

a69.69" 4

85-19

77-78

81.48

74.07

59.28 5 66.67 7

62.87 6 73-08
b

6

56.89 7 62.96 3

45.51 8 44.44 12

50.89 9 59.26 9.5

45-51 10 51.85 8
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ILK VII (continued)

Specific areas of the
Educational Process

itole perception

-.on-educational
2.7

w iank ...ank

Helation of learning
to what we perceive.

Knowledge of the back-
ground and history of
education.

44.31 11

47.31 12

53-56

51.85

9.5

11

Two did not answer.

one did not answer.
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2. iiow to develop and use teaching methods.

J. effect of individual differences on teaching-
learning process.

The specific areas T;hat were ranked lowest by the

Kansas Jounty ..gents who perceived their role as non-

educational were the following:

1. ^elation of interest to learning.

2. knowledge of the background and history of
education.

3. Understanding how people learn.

"Understanding how people learn ' tied with ''relation

of learning to what we perceive" in rank, The percentage

was used to break the tie. -;ince "understanding how people

learn" had a higher percentage by individual responses it

was given lesser value than "relation of learning to what

we perceive.

"

There were two specific areas that had highest rank

differences between the two Kansas County -xgent role per-

ception groups by 4- rank difference, The two specific areas

were "effect of individual differences on teaching-learning

process" and "relation of interest bo learning."

The coefficient of rank correlation between the edu-

cational role and Non-Educational role groups was .827

•

This was a high association in the expressed training needs

of the Kansas County agents in the specific areas of the

-ducational Irocess.
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The Kansas County ^gent role perception groups

ranked the same two specific areas for the highest three

places and did not agree in one specific area to be among

one of the three highest places. They did not agree in the

order of ranking of the three highest specific areas except

"understanding how to motivate people" for the first place,

^either did the groups agree in the rank order of the low-

est ranked three specific areas. In only one specific

area of the three ranked lowest did they have the same but

not in the same rank.

high percentage of the Kansas County agents per-

ceived their role as educational. X'his was an evidence

that Kansas County Agents received training in the educa-

tional Process. The slightly low percentage of the educa-

tional role group indicating a need for training in the

educational Process is not a negative influence of educa-

tional role perception on expressed training need but an

indication that Kansas County Agents have received training

in the educational -rocess through pre service training,

induction training, inservice training, or graduate train-

ing and that they feel they need more training in the

educational irocess. Cn the contrary educational role per-

ception is positively associated with expressed training

needs. The hypothesis was rejected.
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nummary

Kansas County agents had a high degree of agreement

in their expressed training needs in the specific areas of

the educational Process. The coefficient of rank correla-

tion between different groups of Kansas County Agents were

as follows:

1. iosition

a. ~gri. Agents-u. ... agents .951

b. H« £• Agent s-4-H. Club agents »930

c. *-H Club .^gents-Agri. ..gents .906

2. Undergraduate Kajor

a. education-Tech. oubject Katter .858

3. Jegree ileld

a. Bachelor' s-iiaster's «923

4. -.ole ierception

a. I.on-^ducational-Aducational .827

The coefficient of concordance among Kansas County

...gents by position groups was .9^9» This indicates a very

high agreement among Kansas County r.gent groups in their

expressed training needs in the specific areas of the edu-

cational irocess.

uf the twelve specific areas ranked by the Kansas

County .vgent groups the three highest ranks were the

following:

1. Understanding how to motivate people.
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2.. xvnowledge of the principles and procedures of
teaching adults.

3. -low to develop and use teaching methods.

There was perfect agreement by all the different

Kansas Jounty -*gent groups in the first place ranking of

"understanding how to motivate people. 7 '

It was the consensus of all Kansas Jounty Agent

groups to rank the above three specific areas of the educa-

tional irocess as the first three specific areas that they

need training except the blaster's degree group which indi-

cated "understanding the psychological theories of lsarn-

ing :1 instead of "how to develop and use teaching methods"

and the lion-educational group which indicated !I effect of

individual differences on teaching-learning process 11 instead

of "knowledge of the principles and procedures of teaching

adults."

Kansas County «.gent groups felt they needed the

least training in the following three specific areas of the

educational Irocess:

1. ^elation of learning to what we perceive.

2. delation of experience to learning.

3. laiowledge of the background and history of
education.

i.ost groups indicated they needed the least amount

of training in the three specific areas above. The educa-

tion undergraduate major group indicated least training
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needed in "understanding how people learn" and "effect of

individual differences on teaching-learning process" instead

oi "relation of experience to learning" and "knowledge of

the background and history of education. 1
* The Technical

oubject natter group indicated least training needed in

"effect of individual differences on teaching-learning

process" instead of "relation of experience to learning."

i'he Non-^xiucational role group indicated least training

needed in "understanding how people learn" instead of

"knowledge of the background and history of education.

"

The Kansas County agent groups did not agree in their rank-

ing of the three specific areas in which they felt the

least need for training.
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3UMHAHT, II0I3 t

The purpose of this study was to determine and com-

pare the expressed training needs of Kansas County agents

in the twelve specific areas of the educational irocess.

The specific objectives of this study were (1) to

determine the training needs of Kansas County agents accord-

ing to their expressed training needs in the specific areas

of the educational irocess, (2) to identify some of the

personal and situational factors which are associated with

the expressed training needs of Kansas County agents in the

specific areas of the educational irocess, and (3) to deter-

mine the degree to which the three Kansas County ^gent posi-

tion groups agree in their expressed training needs in the

specific areas of the educational irocess.

The respondents in this study were the Agricultural

..gents, the Home economics agents and the 4-u Oluo .^ents

of the Kansas extension iervice who had been on the job at

least one year as of July 1962.

The data used in this study were collected by

nbdul-xiadi through the use of a mailed questionnaire for

.,azeeh ^bdul-Hadi, "la Analysis of the -xpressed
Training Needs of County Agricultural extension Agents in
ivansas" (unpublished blaster's thesis, Kansas ^tate Univer-
sity, Manhattan, Kansas, 196$).
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his study on the analysis of the expressed training needs

of the County -agricultural agents in Kansas. The data were

precoded and punched on IBH cardo. I'he IBM machine in the

Kansas otate University statistic Jepartment was used in

the processing of the data.

fhfl data were presented in the form of tables and

were analyzed by means of percentage distribution, rank

order, coefficient of rank correlation and coefficient of

concordance in order to accept or reject the null hypotheses.

Jummary and Conclusions

Hypothesis 1: There is no association between the expressed

training needs of Kansas County Agents in the specific

areas of the educational irocess and position group.

-.11 the position groups ranked highest the same three

specific areas among the twelve specific areas. The three

specific areas in which they felt they needei the most

training were "understanding how to motivate people," "know-

ledge of the principles and procedures of teaching adults"

and "how to develop and use teaching methods." In the

training program these three specific areas should be given

priority.

jince the coefficient of concordance was very high

general training for all Kansas County agents irrespective

of position is advisable in the twelve specific areas of
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the educational irrocess. Individual differences in the

specific areas of the educational Irocess as far as train-

ing needed is concerned was very slight. Lnly about five

out of one hundred Lansas County agents would differ in

training needed.

The coefficient of concordance among Kansas County

.-.gent position groups was .949. The hypothesis was rejected.

Hypothesis 2: There is no association between the expressed

training needs of Kansas County agents in the specific

areas of the educational Process and undergraduate

major.

Both of the undergraduate major groups ranked high-

est the same three specific areas among the twelve specific

areas. The three specific areas in which they felt they

needed the most training were "understanding how to moti-

vate people," "knowledge of the principles and procedures

of teaching adults" and "how to develop and use teaching

methods.

"

Kansas County agents with an undergraduate major in

education indicated less need for training in the educa-

tional irocess than those with Technical Jubject Tiatter

undergraduate major. Undergraduate major has no influence

in the expressed training needs of the Kansas County Agents.

The high percentage of the Technical Subject Latter

undergraduate major group indicating the need for training
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in the educational irocess was an influence of the induc-

tion training and inservice training in the educational

xrocess, without which the percentage would have been low.

Training in the educational Process should be given

to all Kansas County agents regardless of their undergradu-

ate major, as indicated by the high agreement in the ex-

pressed training needs of Kansas County agents in the

twelve specific areas of the educational Irocess.

The coefficient of rank correlation between the ex-

pressed training needs of Kansas County Agents and under-

graduate major was .858. This was a high consensus of the

expressed training needs between the undergraduate major

groups. The hypothesis was rejected.

Hypothesis 3: There is no association between the expressed

training needs of Kansas County Agents in the specific

areas of the educational Process and degree held.

Both of the degree held groups ranked highest the

same two specific areas among the twelve specific areas.

The two specific areas in which they felt they needed the

most training were "understanding how to motivate people,"

and "knowledge of the principles and procedures of teaching

adults."

Kansas County agents with Master's degree needed

slightly less training in the educational Process than

Kansas County Agents with Bachelor's degree only. All
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iiansas County agents received training in the educational

process through induction training hut 64 per cent of the

liaster's degree groups majored in education while only

about 30 per cent of the Bachelor's degree group majored in

education. I?his indicates that even with such a high degree

of training the liaster's degree group still felt a need for

more training in the educational Process and since the

Bachelor's degree group had been trained in the educational

Process through induction training they felt a need to be

competent in it, Degree held has no influence on the ex-

pressed training needs of iiansas County Agents in the spe-

cific areas of the educational Process.

Hegardless of degree held by Kansas County agents

training is the same in the twelve specific areas of the

educational Process as illustrated by a very high agreement

in their expressed training needs.

The coefficient of rank correlation between the ex-

pressed training needs of Kansas County Agents and degree

held was .923. This agreement was very high. The hypothe-

sis was rejected.

Hypothesis 4-: There is no association between the expressed

training needs of Kansas County iigents in the specific

areas of the educational Process and role perception.

Both of the role perception groups ranked highest

the same two specific areas among the twelve specific areas.
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The two specific areas in which they felt they needed the

most training were "understanding how to motivate people"

and "how to develop and use teaching methods."

..ole perception had no influence on the expressed

training needs of the Kansas County Agents in the specific

areas of the educational Process. The high percentage of

the iion-^ducational role group which felt the need for

training in the educational Process was an indication that

they have received training in the educational Process

through induction training at least. *iad there been no

training received in the educational Process through induc-

tion training and inservice training the percentage of the

Non-educational role group which expressed a need for train-

ing in the educational Irocess would have been low.

Irrespective of role perception liansas County xtgents

can be given general training in the specific areas of the

educational Irocess. The expressed training needs of Kansas

Jounty agents by role perception is closely associated.

The coefficient of rank correlation between the ex-

pressed training needs of Kansas County agents in the spe-

cific areas of the educational Process and role perception

was .827 • This was a high consensus in the expressed train-

ing needs between the role perception groups. The hypothe-

sis was rejected.
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recommendations

Based upon the findings of this study the author

recommends the following concerning the training of Kansas

County Agents:

1. 'ihe inservice training program of the Kansas

extension iervice should put more emphasis on

training County Agents in the Educational .trocess.

Training for all Kansas County Agents should

include (a) understanding how to motivate people,

(b) knowledge of the principles and procedures

of teaching adults and (c) how to develop and

use teaching methods.

2. All Kansas County agents should receive the same

general training in the educational irocess.

Individual differences should be met by seminars,

workshops and conferences.

3. Kansas County Agents with no training in educa-

tion should be made aware of their educational

role through induction training.

4. oince County agents tend to indicate they need

training only in areas familiar to them, train-

ing should not be based entirely on expressed

training needs, expressed training need is only

one of the tools for determining training needs.

5. prospective Kansas County agents should be
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required to take courses in Education, Sociology,

a. sychology and Philosophy.

6. Agents should receive training in the educational

.ocess from preservice through graduate train-

ing. Preservice training should prepare the

prospective County Agent in the fundamental

areas of education, Sociology, Psychology and

Philosophy. Induction training should create or

revive in the agent an awareness of his educa-

tional role. Inservice training should fulfill

the immediate need for training in the educa-

tional Process. Graduate training should meet

special needs and purpose in the educational

Irocess. a trainer agent for example, definitely

should have graduate training in the educational

rocess.

7» ^ne of the major jobs of the district Supervisor

should be to identify training needs through

personal interviews, analysis of program empha-

sis, observation, self analysis, performance

analysis, etc.

8. Kansas extension oervice /administrators should

allocate sufficient funds for a stronger program

in the training of Kansas County Agents in the

lucational Process and restudy the training
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program for Kansas County Agents.
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PERSONNEL DATA
Division of Extension
Kansas State University

IBM
Column Name
No.

Address_

1 . 2 . 3 .
.

Schedu le Number

4. Deck Number

5. Age

1 Under 26 years

2 __ 26 - 35 years

3 _ 36 - 45 years

4 __ 46 - 55 years

5 __ 56 - 65 years

6 over 65

6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. When were you born?

Month Day Year

Where were you born?

City State

12. Sex

1 male

2 _ female

13. Married

1 yes

2 _ no

14. Please check present rank at Kansas State University? (write in date each acquired)

1 Professor 5 Assistant Instructor

2 Associate Professor 6 Graduate Assistant

3 Assistant Professor 7 Resident Assistant

4 Instructor 8 Other (specify)



15. What is your title as stated in your current appointment?

1 _ County Agricultural Agent <^2

2 Associate or Assistant County Agricultural Agent

3 County Home Economics Agent

4 Associate or Assistant County Home Economics Agent

5
m _ Club Agent

6 Associate or Assistant Club Agent

7
_ _ Specialist

8
_ _ District Agent

9 Administrator

10
_ _ Other (specify)

16. 17. 18. What date did you enter
19. 20. 21. Extension the first time?

Month Day Year

22. How many total years of experience have you had in Extension as of July 1, 1962?

1 Less than one year

2 1-5 years

3 _ 6 - 10 years

4 _ 11 - 15 years

5 16-20 years

6 __ 21 - 25 years

7 20-30 years

8 over 30 years

23. What area do you serve?

1 County

2 District

3 Area

4
_ _ State

24. Where do you headquarter or where is your office located?

1 In the county 2
_ _ Out in the district 3

_ _ At State Office in Manhattan



25. What Is the highest degree you now hold?

1
_ _ Bachelor's 93

2 Master 's

3
_ _ Doctor 's

4 Other (specify)

26. Where did you receive your Bachelor's degree?

1 Kansas State University

2 Other Kansas School, J specify)

3 Oklahoma State University

4 _ University of Missouri

5 Colorado State University

6 University of Nebraska

7
_ _ Other out of state school, (specify)

When did you receive your Bachelor's degree?

Month Day Year

27. What was your undergraduate major?

1 Agriculture Economics

2 Agriculture or Home Economics Education

3 Agronomy

4 Animal Husbandry

5
m m

Dairy

6 Foods and Nutrition

7
_ _ Clothing

8 Home Furnishings

9 _ Other (specify)

28. What was your undergraduate grade average?

1 A 5 C

2 B+ 6 D4-

3 B 7 D

4 C +
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29. What was your grade average for your last four semesters of undergraduate work?

1 A—
94

2 B+

3 B

4 Of

5 C

6 D+-

7 __ D

30. Number of semester hours of graduate work completed?

None

1 1-6

2 7-12

3 13-18

4 19 - 24

5 24-30

6
_ _ Over 30

31. Do you have an advanced degree program in progress at the present time?

1 yes

2
_ _ no

If yes, specify whether Master's or Ph. D.

Number of hours toward the degree?

Name of school in which you are enrolled?

32. If you hold an advanced degree, what was your field of specialization in work
for the highest degree you hold?

1
_ _ Education

2
_ _ Agriculture or home economics education or Extension education

3 Administration (public, education or Extension)

4 Biological Sciences

5 Social Sciences

6 Home Economics

7
_ _ Other (specify)
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Other (specify)
95

34. 35. 36. When did you receive your advanced degree? (the highest degree you now hold)

37. 38. 39.

Month Day Year

40. Have you ever used sabbatical leave?

1 yes

2
_ _ no

If yes, when?

41. Which of the following years did you attend Regional Extension School?

School Courses Taken Credits Gr ade Type of Financial Assistance

1 1958

2 1959

3 1960

4 1961

5 1962

42. Scholarships you have received? Date Received?

1 Horace Moses

2 Farm Foundation

3 Sears Foundation

4 Kansas State University Subsistance Grant

5 Other (specify)

43- Fellowships you have received? (write date received after fellowship checked)

1
_ m

Frysinger 6
_ _ Ford Foundation

2 Pfizer 7
_ _ Kellogg Foundation

3 Hall 8 Farm Foundation

4 Tyson 9 Other (specify)

5 USS



44. Have you completed the five weeks Induction Training Program inaugurated at

Kansas State University in July 1958?

1 _ yes 96

2 no

If yes, date of completion

45. How many years did you live on a farm after age 10 and previous to entering
Extension work? (Include years in college if you returned to farm during the

summer)

1 — None

2 __ 1 - 6

3 — 7 - 12

4 — 13 - 18

5 — 19 - 24

6 Over 24

46. How many years were you a 4-H Club member?

1 None

2 1-3

3 4-6

4 7-9

5
_ _ Over 9

47. Membership in an organization

1 _ Lions

2 Kiwanis

3 Rotary

4 Altrusa

5 Optomist

6 Chamber of Commerce

7
m _ Business & Professional Women's Club

8
_ _ Other (specify)

48. Membership in Learned Societies

If yes list
1 yes

2 no



49. If a county worker, in which district do you work?

97
1

_ _ Northeast yf

2 Southeast

3
_ _ Central

4 Northwest

5
m _ Southwest

50. FOR COUNTY WORKERS ONLY

Role perception by the agent himself (check the one which you feel most nearly
describes your job)

1 _ A professional agriculturist, home economist or youth worker available to

provide information for the people of your county.

2 _ A professional agriculturist, home economist or youth worker providing
service to the people of your county..

3 _ A professional educator developing educational programs with people to

effect behavior changes in the people of your county.

4 A professional educator developing programs to help people help themselves

5 _ A professional organizer of educational activities for the people of your
county.
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General Instructions

1. Please respond to ALL items listed in the questionnaire.
Do not give any attention to the deck or column numbers.

2. The questionnaires are numbered for research control
purposes only.

3. No names of any of the respondents will appear in thesis
form nor in any material published as a result of this
study.

k. On every page you will find a list of items, please check
only one column at right for each item. The checldng
should be based on your feeling of the importance, and need
of those items to you.

5. Your responses to all questions in this questionnaire should
be made in terms of your most sincere feelings and beliefs.

6. Please do not feel that there is a certain way that you are
expected to answer.

7- The data collected in this study will be analyzed and the
information obtained will be made available to the staff of
the Kansas Extension Service to be used in further develop-
ment of its graduate and in-service training program.

8. Considering your present job, please indicate in the column
at the right, the amount of training you feel you need in
each of these areas.



EXTENSION ORCAIIIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

(Check (y) only one column at right for each item)

1, Understanding Extension History.

2. Understanding Extension philosophy.

3. Understanding how the Kansas Extension Service is

organized.

4. Understanding how policies are formulated in the
Kansas Extension Service.

5. Knowledge of the existing policies in the Kansas
Extension Service.

6, Knowledge of professional improvement: opportunities.

7. Understanding functions arid responsibilities of
extension workers at the county level.

8. Understanding functions and responsibilities of

extension workers at the district level.

9. Understanding the functions and responsibilities of

the specialist staff.

10. Knowledge of the organization and functions of the
Extension Service at the Federal level.

11. Understanding principles and procedures in office
management

.

12. Understanding the recruitment procedures in the

Extension Service in my state.

13. Understanding Extension policies and procedures on
promotion and salary adjustment.

14. Understanding retirement and insurance policies and

procedures.

15. Knowledge of qualifications for extension personnel at

all levels in the Extension Service.

I 3L 3 4 £"""

When I take my next leave of absence for advanced study from the Extension Service
I would like to include: None of the above areas in my graduate study program.

Number (s) _of the above areas in my grocuate program.
(no more than 3 total) f66 - 7/)

I would recommend for next year's in-service training program in my district thai
there be included:

None of the above areas, Number(s) of the above, areas.
(No more than 3 total) (7.2.-7 7)
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PROGRAM PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

rr.her.lc (\/) onlv one column at right for each item.)

o
1-1

>•

£
o
H
W
(J
PQ
<
l-l

<
HO

CJ

H
M
<i
OS
H
EC

><

Q

M

£
H
Xu

Q
W
M

O
M
/^M

H

O

Q
w
w

100

a
<iH
en
Ki
W
Q

M

w
W

1. How to analyze the situation in my county.
,

L

2. How to organize effective program planning committees.
. . .

3. Understanding the proper role I should assume with
program planning committees.

4. How to involve "lay" people in program development.

5. How to develop people's understanding of the county
situation. (Program committee members and others)

ll

1

i

1

6. How to identify problems in the county situation and
determine the priority of problems. j

- —
7. Understanding the implications of the rapidly changing

population trends in my county.

b. How to develop a long-time Extension program plan.

9. How to determine objectives of the county program.
•

10. How to build an integrated county program.
i

11. How to relate the annual plan of work to the long-
time Extension program plan.

12. How to "build in" evaluation procedures into program
plans. 1

13. How to use specialists in program development.

Deck. Z-

5-/

5"^

f 3 */ 5

When I take my next leave of absence for advanced study from the Extension Service
I would like to include:

None of the above areas in my graduate study program.
Number (s) of the above areas in my graduate, program.

(No more "than 3 total) (6*/-- 6^)
I would recommend for next year's in-service training program in my district that
there be included:

None of the above areas.
Number (s^ of the above areas.

(No more than 3 total) /-y Q - ~l 5 )
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UNDERSTANDING SOCIAL SYSTEMS

(Check (y) only one column at right for each item)

w
o
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o
H

<OM
»J
Q-i
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g NEED

VERY

MUCH

TRAINING

o
M

H
•xu
:=>

p
H

a
H

O
CO

Ow
FEEL

I

UNDERSTAND

O

1

M-

1. Understanding the community organization in my county.

2. Understanding the patterns of interdependence of the
various groups in my county.

3. Understanding the role of the "informal" leader in the
acceptance of new practices.

4. Knowledge of how to identify leadership ih my county.

5. Understanding the effect of changing social values oxa

family life in my county.
— •

6. Understanding why people join groups and organizations.

7. Understanding the functions of farm organization in
rural life.

8. Understanding the interactions of individuals in groups.

9. Understanding the purposes of the various public agen-
cies in my county and their relation to the Extension
Service.

10. Understanding the relation of social systems (the

family, the community, organizations and groups) to

communications.

Col

5)

53

55

54

57

5*

5?

I 2 3 M 5
When I take my next leave of absence for advanced study from the Extension Service
I would like to include:

None of the above areas in my graduate study program.
Number (s) of the above areas in my graduate program.

(No more than 3 total) ( 6l- 66)

I would recommend for next year's in-service training program in my district: that

there be included:
None of the above areas.

Number (s) of the above areas.
(No more than 3 total) (6l" 72)
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HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

(Check (*0 only one column at right for each item)

1. Understanding the developmental process of boys and girls

2. How to develop my own leadership abilities,

3. Understanding the basic psychological drives of people,
such as the need for recognition and need for security.

4. Understanding the factors affecting the behavior of

people.

5. Knowledge of the attitudes and values held by people.

6. Understanding why people have certain goals in life.

7. Understanding the reasons for aggressive behavior.

8. Knowledge of the principles and techniques in effective
counseling.

en
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9. How to develop an approach to Extension work that
considers the feelings and values of the people served
by the program.

10. Understanding the factors affecting personality
development in rural people.

r
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51

5A

53

55

5*

57

59

2 3 t+ 5
When I take my next leave of absence for advanced study from the Extension Service
I would like to include:

None of the above areas in my graduate study program.
Number (s) of the above areas in my graduate program.

(No more than 3 total) (61- &6 J

I would recommend for next year's in-service training program in my district that
there be includeed:

None of the above areas.
of the above areas.Number (s)

(No more than 3 total) f £ 7 - 12)
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THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

(Check (J/) only one column at right for each item)
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1. Understanding how people learn.

2. Understanding the effect of the differences in indivi-
duals on the teaching- learning process.

1

!

1

3. Understanding the relation of experience to learning.
1

4. Understanding the relation of learning to what we
perceive (see, feel and hear) through our* senses.

5. Understanding the. relationship between the need for and
usefulness of subject matter information to learning.

\ .. ...

i

6. Understanding the relation of interest to learning.

7. Knowledge of the principles and procedures in
teaching adults.

8. How to develop and use teaching methods.

9. Knowledge of the background and history of education.

10. Understanding the psychological theories of learning.

11. Understanding the philosophies of education.

12. Understanding how to motivate people

CcOL

51

^Z

53

5 4

55

56

si

s?

51

U
6\

6%
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When I take my next leave of absence for advanced study from the Extension Service
I would like to include:

None of the above areas in my graduate program.
of the above areas in my graduate program.Number (s)_

(No more than 3 total) (<$3- & 9 )

I would recommend for next year's in-service training program in my district that

there be included:
None of the above areas.

Number (s) of the above areas.

(No more than 3 total) ( 6<7~ 74)
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COMMUNICATION

(Check (•; only one column at right for each item)
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1. Understanding the basic principles of communication.

2. Understanding the relationship between group processes
and communication.

i-i
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3. How to make my public speaking more effective.

4. How to develop and use exhibits effectively.

5. How to write effective personal letters.

6. How to write effective reports.

7. How to write effective news articles.
—I

l« How to use radio effectively and efficiently.

9. How to use television effectively and efficiently.

10. How to use visual aids in teaching.

• i

11. How to use news letters effectively and efficiently.

12. How to use photographs effectively in Extension
communication.

13. How to use circular letters effectively.

14. How to conduct effective farm and home visits.

15. Knowledge of the techniques in making office calls
efficient and effective.

J . :.

4-

51

5a

53

5n

55

56

51

5$

£0

L'X

63

of

65

I 3 3 '» 5

When I take my next leave of absence for advanced study from the Extension Service
I would like tu (.nclude:

None of the above areas in my graduate study program.
iiumber(s) of the above areas in my graduate program.

(No more than 3 total) [ 6 6~ ~1l)

I would recommend for next year's in-service training program in my district that
there be included:

None of the above areas.
Number (s) of the above areas.

(No more < ;ian 3 total) (-/2-~l~^)



TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
14

(Check (y) only one column at right for each item)

MALE PERSONNEL ONLY CHECK THIS PAGE
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1. Animal Science.
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2. Dairy Science.

3. Agronomy (include crops, soils, fertilizers)

4. Agricultural Marketing.
(include livestock, grain, dairy and poultry)

n
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H
en
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WQ

M
Pn I col.
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I—

5. Farm Management.

-H
51

53

6. Dairy Technology.

7. Agricultural Engineering.
(include machinery, buildings and drainage)

8. Entomology.

9. Horticulture. (include pomology and vegetable crops)

• 5'»

_|_J
55

I
5t

j . i_

10. Soil Conservation.

11. Poultry.

12. Agricultural Credit.

\S7

: 59

! £2

13. Consumer Marketing. (Market information for consumers)

14. Floriculture.

15. Plant Pathology.

^3

*5

I M

When I take my next leave of absence for advanced study from the Extension Service

I would like to include:
None of the above areas in my graduate training program.

of the above areas in my graduate program.Number (s)

(No more than 3 total) (66- 7/)

I would recommend for next year's in-service training program in my district that

there be included:
None of the above areas.

Number (s) of the above areas
(No more than ~J "total/ ('12- 77 )
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TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

(Check {J) only one column at right for each item)

FEMALE PERSONNEL ONLY CHECK THIS PAGE

NOT
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FEEL

I

UNDERSTAND

1, Clothing Economics.

2. Clothing Construction.

3. New Developments in Textiles.

4. Dress Design.

5. Basic nutritional principles.

6. Family Relations,

7. Child Nutrition.

8. Family Economics.

9. Home Management.

10. Child Development. i

i

11. Consumer Marketing (marketing information for consumers)

12. Home Furnishings.

13. Household Equipment.

i

14. Interior Design.

— •

15. Housing.

Cot

51

53

53

5*

55

56

51

52

59

6o

6t

67

65

I 2 3 if 5

When I take my next leave of absence for advanced study from the Extension Service
I would like to include:

None of the above areas in my graduate training program.
Number (s) of the above areas in my graduate program.

(No more than 3 total) / ^£~ 7/)

I would recommend for next year's in-service training program in my district that
there be included:

None of the above areas.
Number (s) of the above areas.

(No more than 3 total) ( y 2 - 77)
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EFFECTIVE THINKING

(Check ( *0 only one column at right for each item)
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1. Understanding the processes of logical reasoning. 5i

2. Understanding the relation of language (terms used) to

the thinking process.

1

5A

3. Understanding the relationship of day-dreaming to

creative thinking. 53

A. Understanding the relationship of the "prpblem solving"
method to effective thinking.

"

5tf

5. Understanding the effect of prejudice on the thinking
process. 55

6. Understanding the effect of pressure groups oh the
the thinking process.

i
5*

7. Knowledge of techniques for developing effective
thinking in Extension groups. 57

8. Knowledge of the principles of creative thinking.
*"'***

5?

9. How to use the problem solving approach in Extension
work. «

r • - -

5?

10. Understanding the role of the Extension workers in

predicting probable future results from existing facts. £0

I

When I take my next leave of absence for advanced study from the Extension Service
I would like to include:

None of the above areas in my graduat<j training program.
of the above areas in my graduate program.Number (s)

(No more than 3 total) £ £ / - 6&)

I would recommend for next year's in-service training program in my district that

there be included:
None of the above areas.

Number (s)_ of the above areas.
(No more than 3 total) /

<£ 7. 7X )
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RESEARCH

(Check (*0 only one column it right for each item)
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1. Knowledge of the methods for measuring results of

programs.

2. How to use the experimental approach (pilot projects)

in extension work.

3. How to interpret the results of research in the physical
sciences.

4. How to interpret the results of research in the social
sciences.

5. Understanding research terminology.

6. Making application of research findings in assisting
people in my county.

7. Understanding ways of designing evaluation projects.

8. Understanding how to interpret statistical results.

9. How to develop simple survey devices.

10. Understanding the role of investigation in solving
problems with people.

11. Knowledge of where to secure sound research information
other than from experiment stations.

12. How to make the best use of research publications.
1

I

peck/6
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When I take my next leave of absence for advanced study from the Extension Service
I would like to include:

None of the above areas in my graduate study program.
Number (s) of the above areas in my graduate program.

(No more than 3 total) (6 3- t> ?)

I would recommend for next year's in-service training program in my district that
there be included:

None of the above areas.
Number (s) of the above areas.

(No more than 3 total) (6f- 7/f )
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On the preceding pages you have had an opportunity to indicate your feeling of

need for training in a large number of areas. Perhaps there are some additional

areas that were not listed in which you feel a need for training. If this is the

case, please indicate the area or areas below by writing them in the appropriate

space and checking at the right the degree of training you feel that you ne ed.

If you do not feel the need for training in additional areas, write NONE in the space

below. Deri: |0

Additional Area(s) of Training Very Much
Training
-Needed

Much
Training
Needed

Some
Training
Needed

col.
(lS- 7g)
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nelow is a suggested list of categories in which it might be desirable foiJ"L *J

county Extension agents to be trained. Please check these nine categories on the

scale at the right below based on your feeling of the importance of these areas in

contributing to the effectiveness of a county Ext ension age nt.

Category

1

4
Absolutely
Essential

3

Highly
Desirable

2

Would be
Helpful

,. ot

Important

Extension Organization and
Administration.

Human Development. i.e., devel-
opmental processes of people,
group interaction principles.

The Educational Process: prin-
ciples of learning; teaching
methods and philosophy of
education

Social Systems: family, commun-
ity, school, church groups,
special interest groups, farm
organizations.

Program Planning and Develop-
ment.

Communication: basic communi-
cation, individual, group and
mass media.

Effective Thinking: problem
solving method; decision
making based on critical
analysis; and creativity.

Technical Knowledge: subject
matter in agriculture and
home economics.

Research: principles of
research and evaluation;
methods of utilizing research

findings.

i

i

"krh

col.

52.

53

5^

55"

S(o

si

sis

$q
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Listed below is the same list of categories you have just classified ac to

their importance in contributing to the effectiveness of a county Extension agent

Please indicate by checking tha scale below the amount of training you feel

you need in each of these nine areas.

Category
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Extension Organization and Administration

Human Development: i.e., developmental processes of

people, group interaction, principles.

The Educational Process: principles of learning;
teaching methods and philosophy of education.

Social Systems: family, community, school, church
groups, special interest groups, farm organizations

Program Planning and Development
'

Communication: basic communication, individual,
group and mass media.

Effective Thinking: problem solving methods,
decision making based on critical analysis,
creativity.

Technical Knowledge: subject matter in agriculture
and home economic.

Research: principles of research and evaluation;
methods of utilising research findings.

43

4£

1 3 H 5

Please check back through the entire questionnaire to be sure that all items are

checked - Thank you!
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The purpose of this study was to determine and com-

pare the expressed training needs of the Kansas County

~nts in twelve specific areas of the educational process.

The objectives of this study were (1) to deternine

the training needs of the Kansas County x^gents according to

their expressed training needs in the specific areas of the

-ucational Trocess, (2) to identify some of the personal

and situational factors which are associated with the ex-

pressed training needs of Kansas County Agents in the spe-

cific areas of the educational Process and ($) to determine

how the three Kansas County Agent position groups agree in

their expressed training needs in the specific areas of the

Lducational rrocess.

.Tull hypotheses were used as a guide to direct the

study. The hypotheses were developed from the objectives

and review of literature.

The data were collected by means of a mailed ques-

tionnaire which was pretested. The total universe of the

Kansas County agents was used, descriptive statistical

techniques were used to analyze the data. The hypotheses

were accepted or rejected according to the result of the

data by using percentage distribution, rank order, coeffi-

cient of rank correlation and coefficient of concordance in

the analysis.

The National Task Torce on Inservice Training recom-
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mended nine areas in which all County Agents should have a

degree of competency. One of the competency areas was the

educational Process.

The basic elements of this study were the twelve

specific areas within the educational Process which were

identified by IicCormick of Ohio with the assistance of the

members of the .National Task Force on Cooperative extension

Inservice Training.

jome of the important findings of this study were:

1. Kansas County Agents agreed they needed the

greatest amount of training in the following three specific

areas of the educational irocess: (a) Understanding how to

motivate people, (b) Knowledge of the principles and pro-

cedures of teaching adults, and (c) How to develop and use

teaching methods.

2. Kansas County Agents agreed they needed the

least training in the following three specific areas: (a)

-.elation of learning to what we perceive, (b) Relation of

experience to learning, and (c) Knowledge of the background

and history of education.

J. ^f the three position groups (Agricultural Agents,

Home economics agents and 4—H Club agents), the 4-H Club

Agents expressed the greatest need in area of the educational

irocess.

4. Cf the two undergraduate major groups, the
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Technical .Subject Hatter group expressed the greatest need

for training in the educational Process.

5. County Agents holding Bachelor's degrees ex-

pressed more need for training in the educational Process

than those holding Master's degrees.

6. County Agents who saw their role as non-educa-

tional expressed a greater need for training in the Educa-

tional Process than those who saw their role as educational.

liecommendations

3ased upon the findings of this study the following

recommendations were made:

1. Training for all County Agents should include:

(a) Understanding how to motivate people, (b) Knowledge of

the principles and procedures of teaching adults, and (c)

How to develop and use teaching methods.

2. Seminars, workshops and conferences should be

set up to meet individual needs of Kansas County Agents in

the specific areas of the educational irrocess.

J. !rospective County Agents should be required to

take courses in education, Sociology, Psychology and

zhilosophy.










